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The Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía presents H. C. Westermann: Goin’ 
Home, an exhibition dedicated to the artist Horace Clifford Westermann (1922–1981), 
an unusual figure who does not easily fit the categories of the history of mid-twentieth-
century American sculpture. Westermann’s work eschewed the main movements of 
the time, including Minimalism, Abstract Expressionism, and Pop Art, earning him a 
reputation as anachronistic and extravagant. Nevertheless, renowned art critics such 
as Max Kozloff and Dennis Adrian found that his work addressed contemporary 
concerns, filtered through a sensibility combining irony, horror, and sharp criticism, 
and argue that he deserves greater recognition from the art system and its institutions.

Westermann’s imagery combines autobiographical material—including the 
influence of cartoon characters such as Mickey Mouse and his own experience as 
a marine during World War II and the Korean War—with a shrewd understanding 
of the United States, from its conflicts and military tensions to his fascination with 
the country’s vast, spectacular landscapes. Although he is known principally as 
a sculptor, his print series See America First (1968), his Disasters in the Sky (1962) 
linocuts, and the powerful “death ships” he drew constantly—all of which mix 
military catastrophes, the loneliness of big cities, and television and advertising 
culture—may perhaps constitute his most direct symbolic portrayal of America. 
Westermann materialized his multifaceted experience of his era in the form of 
wood, metal, and glass sculptures, relying on neither representation nor abstraction. 
His was a middle path in which strangeness and the absurd were always present, a 
path that avoided explicit readings and constantly raised new enigmas. 

Westermann’s marginal position relative to the major art movements and 
scenes—which was, incidentally, intentional—went hand in hand with a creative 
and personal coherence. He believed that life and work are intertwined and give 
each other meaning. This integrating spirit can also be found in his laborious and 
painstaking technique, reminiscent of that of the artisan or carpenter, which en-
dowed his sculptural assemblages with an almost organic harmony. His interest in 
building can also be traced to the project that kept him and his wife Joanna Beall 
busy for many years: building their own home in the woods of Connecticut. In this 
exhibition, the idea of the house as an unfinished work in progress is precisely the 
key to discovering this singular body of work.

There is a kind of constructive, creative drive in Westermann’s work that is 
valuable in itself and runs through his oeuvre, revealing his own interests, concerns, 
and desires, but also those of American society, with the tensions of the Cold War and 
the focus on the mass media and consumer culture. Westermann actively participated in 
all this, and managed to capture it while embracing its complexities and contradictions.

—José Guirao Cabrera
Minister of Culture and Sport





American artist Horace Clifford Westermann’s career has often been likened to that 
of a drifter or vagabond: a wandering outsider, hard to classify within the familiar 
categories and narratives of mid-twentieth century American art. His work could thus 
appear to be self-absorbed, disconnected from its environment, and even anachronistic. 
However—and perhaps precisely because of this supposed detachment—Westermann 
cultivated an alternative sensibility that is in fact totally lucid and committed to its 
time. His sculptures and drawings incorporate recurring autobiographical elements, 
such as the famous television characters he admired as a child and his traumatic 
experiences in the Marines during World War II and the Korean War, into a broader, 
multilayered, emotional map of American society.

Although Westermann’s oeuvre cannot be reduced to a specific style or 
movement, a constant theme runs through it: the persistent longing to find and build 
an abode. This is the interpretive key offered by the exhibition H. C. Westermann: Goin’ 
Home, which charts a course through various aspects and stages of the artist’s career. 
His going “home”—in the broad sense of the term, as a physical building, a cherished 
childhood memory, or one’s own body; essentially, a refuge—is not an attainment, but 
a process that is constantly being realized. As Beatriz Velázquez writes in her essay for 
this catalogue, the value of this “going” lies in its sustained form, which functions for 
Westermann as a personal and creative catalyst. Velázquez draws a parallel between the 
codependence of Westermann’s life and work—two planes that grew out of a mutual 
coherence—and the work of his contemporary Martin Heidegger, particularly the 
philosopher’s equation: man is in the world insofar as he dwells, and he dwells insofar 
as he builds his dwelling, his haven. In Westermann, artistic practice entails purposeful 
action, constant building, which allows him to dwell in the world, albeit with difficulties. 
His sculptures that directly refer to the home—The Mysteriously Abandoned New Home, 
Mad House, and Burning House, all from 1958—actually originated in the impossibility 
of dwelling. Other works based on essentially recognizable elements or objects that 
would be expected to have certain characteristics—Antimobile (1965), Object Under 
Pressure (1960), and Machine (1977)—are also based on a denial or concealment of their 
usefulness, in which “dwelling” is seen to be frustrated or incomplete.

This harmony between Westermann’s practice and phenomenological 
philosophy, which is concerned with the sensible reality of the world, comes as no 
surprise if we consider the centrality for him of the material aspects of the United 
States, as discussed in the text by Diedrich Diederichsen. Critical of the orderly, 
suburban Fordist society that he considered superficial and devoid of ethical values, 
Westermann preferred the artisan’s humble and laborious tenacity, with a thorough 
knowledge of and concern for materials, and more informal ways of life, closer to 
nature. This duality, between disenchantment and enthusiasm, horror and fantasy, is 
particularly powerful in Westermann’s graphic work—a lesser-known aspect that he 
often cultivated in the privacy of his correspondence. Ana Merino’s essay examines 



the illustrated letters that Westermann sent to family and friends, in which he shared 
anecdotes, stories, and memories, illustrated with images inspired by television 
culture and his experiences as a marine, in a narrative style similar to that of the 
underground comics of the time. His lithographic series See America First (1968), 
which takes its title from an early twentieth-century advertising campaign to promote 
domestic tourism, also changes its meaning. The series presents a caustic, critical 
portrayal of the United States in which the beautiful, majestic landscape coexists 
with references to the indigenous genocide, the coldness and loneliness of the big 
cities, and condemnation of Cold War military policy. 

Given the importance of life experiences in Westermann’s imagery, readings of 
his oeuvre risk being reduced to the level of biography. But as discussed in the text by 
Jo Applin, who studied the reception of his work during his lifetime, the relationship 
he had with his time was an enigmatic and open-ended encounter, allowing him 
to expand on its meanings and implications. Even though Westermann’s choices—
technical virtuosity and figuration—were not popular in an art scene dominated by 
Minimalism and Pop Art, certain critics such as Donald Judd, Max Kozloff, and Lucy 
Lippard, from different points of view, recognized that his work deserved greater 
recognition and sought to present him specifically as an artist committed to his era. 
One of the key texts written during Westermann’s lifetime was an article by Dennis 
Adrian published in the pages of the influential Artforum magazine in 1967, and 
reprinted in this catalogue to accompany the exhibition. Although Adrian shied away 
from placing Westermann in a watertight category, he did establish a link between 
the enigmatic and disturbing aspects of his works and Dada and Surrealist practices. 
The notion of the unheimlich, or the uncanny, which is inherent in sculptures like 
the anthropomorphic He-Whore (1957), Memorial to the Idea of Man If He Was an Idea 
(1958), and Female Figure (1977), operates by dissolving certainties and revealing the 
complexity that underlies everything around us. 

The desire to go home, rather than the actual return, is what keeps the soldier 
alive and hopeful and makes the experience bearable. We may perhaps add to this the 
status of the witness as described by the philosopher Giorgio Agamben, whose will to 
survive is fueled by the idea of testifying to his experience. Not as an impartial judge, 
but as a body affected by what he has seen and by the precise moment of revelation. 
In this sense, Westermann’s work does not provide explanations or conclusions, but 
instead offers, as Adrian suggests, a “continuing dynamic response to his apprehen-
sion of current reality.” It becomes a record of his memories and impressions of a 
“complex present” in which it is only possible to dwell through constant purposeful 
action on the way home.

—Manuel Borja-Villel
Director, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía





For God’s Sake (letter to Dennis Adrian), 1965
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(left) 
Chicago Industrial Area, ca. 1954–55

(right) 
City Woman, 1954
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(above) 
Man Animal, ca. 1953 

(below) 
American Desert Pastoral, ca. 1954
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THE ART OF H. C. WESTERMANN
“AN UNEXPECTED ABSURDITY 

UNDERLIES EVERY CERTITUDE.”1

 
—Dennis Adrian—

1. Originally published 
in Artforum 6, no. 1 
(September 1967): 16–22. 

H. C. Westermann’s art presents to the critic numerous problems of stylistic defi-
nition and classification, but not merely within the context of mid-20th-century 
art movements which, if anything, offer an embarrassment of choices among 
Procrustean beds. The difficulties really lie within Westermann’s oeuvre itself, 
which, since its beginning in about 1953, has presented extremely varied facets 
of form and imagery, and has developed, not through the systematic working out 
of a formal vocabulary and syntax, but through the relentless and nervy exer-
cise of a specific sensibility. While it is tautological to define this sensibility as 
unique, the special character of Westermann’s art demands that it be considered 
in a particular way.

In his case, “art” is a specific order of response to the duality of living 
memory and immediate experience that does not result, as is usual, in the for-
mation of an attitude f lavoring an art that has a relatively autonomous formal 
growth. Because of this, Westermann’s art exhibits the widest range of eccentric 
forms and media; his invention is at once the artistic impulse and response, and 
so leads or rather propels him into territories that are bewildering and arcane 
from the point of view of formal analysis.

Because Westermann’s creative responses are a continuing affair, not so 
much opted for by the artist as asserting their priorities for objectification, his 
work does not show imagistic currents which are thematically explored and em-
broidered. In this way Westermann’s art differs fundamentally from the New Re-
alist approach to imagery, where the image is at the service, or even the mercy, of 
a clear and rigorous set of formal demands. The serial use of images in the work 
of Warhol or Wesselmann, I think, demonstrates this very well.
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Westermann’s art is closer perhaps to Surrealism than to any other de-
fined artistic position, and this is strikingly so in the fantasy articulated in it. 
However Surrealism pretty much retained the traditional format distinctions of 
“painting,” “sculpture,” and so forth and Surrealist collages and objects did not 
very often transcend the actual or theoretical limits of, respectively, Dada and 
Futurism. While the Surrealists welcomed innovations of form and media, the 
novelties they did introduce, such as Ernst’s decalcomania, reassembled engrav-
ings, or frottage, remain within (or at the most, spoof ) traditional artistic formats 
and usage because Surrealist confidence ultimately rested in established artistic 
standards. The surreal object, with its honored descent from Cubist collage, Boc-
cioni’s theoretical position as a sculptor, and Dada practice, seems, with few but 
notable exceptions, to be the enervated product of an over-extended bloodline. 
That Dalí, in the forties, was asked to decorate Fifth Avenue windows is surely 
symptomatic of the inherent corruption of much of this genre even earlier. At 
best, surreal objects play skillfully on the nostalgic and referential possibilities of 
items whose previous identity remains clearly discernible in new and irrational 
juxtapositions. 

The other side of the coin is Giacometti’s objects and sculptures through 
1934 or so. This early f lowering, exemplified at best in The Palace at Four A.M. 
and Disagreeable Object, made up a small body of work wherein the horizons of 
Surrealist imagery were broadened not through the manufacture of ever more 
tricky three-dimensional rebuses, but by the artist’s radical plastic invention. 
This was directed by, rather than referring to, his essential expressive concerns. 

Among living artists, it is just as well to treat of Cornell here and now 
and get it over with. The introversion of Cornell’s ineffable vision has always 
required the framework and definition of a prefixed and fairly stable format in 
which to be distilled. The suggestive nostalgia of his “contents” gain in emotional 
focus and esthetic remove over everything external by being in boxes, periodi-
cally enriched as they are with lids and drawers. The haunting magic of Cornell’s 
work depends greatly on the play among the specific identities of his component 
image-forms, the inscrutable lyricism they project in their deliberate association, 
and their unaccountable reciprocal psychic action. In his way, Cornell has pro-
duced a distillate Surrealism, which as far as content and imagistic sources go, 
mnemonically refers to a past now inaccessible except through the articulated 
preserved relics.

To come directly to Westermann, it is possible to see that his production 
lacks the conscious creative deliberateness of orthodox Surrealism, and it is not 
essentially formalist in orientation as is the New Realism. While Westermann is 
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as idiosyncratic as Cornell, his work is not retrospective in character or prede-
termined in format. These sketchy indications of what Westermann’s work isn’t 
are intended not as an exhaustive negative definition or even description, but as 
a kind of pruning of the thicket of misconstructions frequently put about by the 
current manie de classification endemic in critical literature. Thorough classification 
of Westermann’s art fragments and disrupts its sense. It may be seen as whole and 
coherent only as a continuing dynamic response to his apprehension of current 
reality, directed to its forms largely by a concurrent recollection of this reality as 
a past containing a growing fund of images with which to structure the present. 
In this fashion Westermann’s art is autobiographical, but not reflective. The works 
themselves may acquire a history and an independent, resolved existence to which 
the forces responsible for them can never attain. That is, the artist’s creative mech-
anism, continually “processing” an existence whose dual nature mingles the direct 
perception of current reality with a lively awareness of the autobiographical past, 
cannot shut itself off but leaves a wake of concretized experience in the form of the 
work. Viewing Westermann’s artistic processes in this manner permits one to see 
how “related” works are not the exfoliation of a formal theme except fortuitously. 
They are objectifications of serial experiences which come to form in a similar way, 
or else multiple responses to polymorphous experience.

Westermann’s need for his work to be completely objectified (as opposed to 
“representative”) led him from the beginning to prodigies of craft and technique 
that upon examination appear close to the obsessional. The series of houses be-
ginning in 1956 led rapidly from severe initial pieces such as The Old Eccentric’s 
House [p. 40] to a full and dazzling monumental decorated phase in the quartet of 
the Mad House [p. 44], The Mysteriously Abandoned New Home [p. 45], Burning House 
[pp. 46–47], and the Mysterious Yellow Mausoleum. Each of these four contains, 
within a triumph of joinery, multiple subsidiary images in the form of applied 
elements, hidden inner constructions, views, mirrors, painting, intarsia of great 
intricacy, and whatnot. They were immediately succeeded by excursions into the 
genre of the semi-architectural personnage in the He-Whore [p. 39] and the 
Memorial to the Idea of Man If  He Was an Idea [pp. 22 and 31].

Together with an extensive production of smaller, equally intense table-size 
pieces, Westermann had, by 1959, set out a number of broad currents in his work. 
The personnage came to a very full and impressive form with three huge pieces: 
Silver Queen [pp. 66 and 68], Swingin’ Red King [pp. 67 and 69], and Angry Young 
Machine [p. 61]. The mechanistic and “operatable” aspects of the last piece were 
amplified in the heroic gadgetry of About A Black Magic Maker, where the genus of 
the penny arcade slot machine receives its apotheosis in a frenzied baroque form.
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With the Object Under Pressure [pp. 48–49] of 1960 Westermann managed to 
deal with the treatment of both visual paradox and physical forces experienced 
quite abstractly. The piece, vaguely anthropomorphic in the disposition of its 
upper projections and the bolts that pierce it in eight places, seems about to ex-
plode and burst its constraints. Indeed, the large beam that is the main part of the 
piece has already opened in long splits; the industrial gauge at the top registers 
an ominous “27,” but does not tell whether it reads pounds, atmospheres, degrees, 
or what. The principle of expressive economy is powerfully eloquent here. One 
is a bit leery in the presence of the piece, reacting to its barely leashed dynamism 
much as one unthinkingly moves out of the line of fire before Bernini’s David. 
The reductive concentration which Object Under Pressure uses so well is mitigat-
ed slightly in the contemporaneous White For Purity, which moves back into the 
sphere of irate ferocity and searing irony. As a satiric perversion of popular ico-
nography it sets a level of immaculate banality that Westermann comes to again 
in later works also incorporating popular images such as wedding photographs 
and currency.

The early sixties find Westermann more and more concerned with the par-
adoxical aspects of various materials, particularly those with ambiguous proper-
ties, such as glass and mirrors. A large group of glass boxes expresses, on many 
levels, the mysterious qualities of transparency, ref lection, hardness, refraction, 
fragility, and the “double depth” of ref lected space in a marvelous run of construc-
tions which, while similar in format (rectangular glazed boxes), present themes 
and concerns of an extremely wide range, covering suicide, astronomical mecha-
nisms, misfortune, infinite voids, the dream world of the peep box, metaphysical 
treatments of illusion and ref lection, and many others. In this remarkable and 
continuing suite, Westermann regularly employs a peculiar technique of his own 
devising, a kind of negative églomisé. The pieces usually have several mirrors set 
at regular intervals in planes parallel to the front of the boxes. The mirrors have 
been partially desilvered (and so made transparent in those areas) by scraping the 
glass clear. All of these pieces present complexities of ref lections and transparen-
cies together with an illusory depth apparently greater than the physical extent of 
the pieces. The Eclipse series compounds this intricacy by exploiting the shadows 
that the relieved silvered forms (circular discs) cast on one another, and their ap-
parent movement relative to the motion of the observer. The mysterious suspended 
forms, insubstantially hovering in unaccountable depths, contain perplexing lay-
ered reflections that are paradoxical apparitions. Westermann’s sense of impend-
ing violence and trauma emerges strongly in mirror pieces elaborated with real 
and fake holes and cracks worked in the ref lecting surfaces with a combination 
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of drilling and hinterglasmalerei [reverse glass painting]. Analogous paradoxes of 
material appear in a group of wooden pieces garishly polychromed in marbleized 
enamels, achieved by complex dippings. The random swirled veining of these 
pieces suggests that they have an internal structure wildly at variance with their 
form, as in a large untitled question-mark-shaped piece.

This striking sense of form and material completely at odds with one another 
and yet undeniably co-existent and impossible in any other conjunction appears 
again in three large pieces in laminated plywood, A Rope Tree [p. 91], The Big Change, 
and the more recent Antimobile [pp. 118–119]. Each of these pieces looks as if the 
heavy and massive elements of laminated plywood, glued, screwed, and dowelled 
together in layers, have had, at the artist’s bidding, a taffy-like consistency that 
has permitted him to distend, braid, twist, and tie knots in them. This element 
of material paradox has been responsible, accidentally, for a pernicious notion 
that Westermann is a kind of gagster, or a purveyor of whimsey. This misappre-
hension is actually due to an idiosyncrasy of the English language, i.e., that in 
English the pun as a form of expression is almost invariably humorous or so 
considered. Since visual paradoxes frequently make use of visual puns, in the 
form of at least two coherent, distinct, and conceptually unrelated perceptions 
which are alternate and simultaneous aspects of a single object, verbalization of 
this state of affairs results, in English, in the experience described being deval-
ued to the level of an amusing conceit. The same foible of English has tormented 
generations of translators of Japanese poetry for the same reason, because in 
Japanese the pun is a device for the expansion of meaning in both spoken and 
written language and is not necessarily humorous. Westermann is an inspired 
practitioner of the visual pun, particularly as an element of (or identical with) 
paradox, and as such he is necessarily involved with the conceptually absurd. 
But, the character of his absurdities is rarely light-minded. Perhaps the most 
extreme of Westermann’s paradoxes makes use of simple and even ordinary ele-
ments, but the contrast of the alternate perceptions offered is high and intense.

The very best pieces frame paradoxes of utter consistency. The Walnut Box, 
a casket of moderate size made of superbly joined and finished American walnut 
has inlaid on its lid, and also in walnut, the words “WALNUT BOX.” When the 
box is opened, it is a shocking surprise to discover that it is completely filled 
with walnuts in the shell. The absurdity consists in the object being exactly what 
it says it is to an unexpected degree. A similar phenomenon is present in 
the Plywood Box, a smallish piece of horizontally laminated plywood that, when 
opened, is seen to be solid rather than hollow. The Plywood Box is as full of ply-
wood as the Walnut Box is full of walnuts. The simplicity of this description is 
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not meant to transcribe the effects of these objects, but to fix upon their essential 
mechanism. They are so utterly consistent that they are truly absurd. Expanding 
from this realization is the possibility, even the likelihood, that unexpected ab-
surdity underlies every certitude. These examples of piercing insight, perceptual-
ly realized, are Westermann’s abiding subjects and are the animating principle of 
his works. A final and ultimate example of this manifold conf lict of perceptions 
and rational apprehensions of a single object is the recent Imitation Knotty Pine. 
The peculiarities of this piece are numerous, beginning with the fact that each 
of its six sides is a parallelogram. The leaf hinges at the rear of the box and its 
brass keyhole in the front of the lid conform to this configuration too, giving 
the impression that the verifiably solid box has been warped out of an originally 
rectangularly prismatic shape. The box is made of clear pine, into which has been 
inlaid, on the exterior, knots cut out of planks of knotty pine. The interior of the 
box is clear of knots, as the inlaid knots visible on the exterior do not extend 
through the sides of the box. The box, then, is knotty pine of a sort on the outside 
but not knotty pine on the inside. As is evident, it is barely possible to describe 
this object without lapsing into a kind of double talk that ref lects accurately 
enough the multiple and contradictory aspects of an object which is quite simple 
visually, but replete with philosophical perplexities as to the nature of mimesis. 
In just what sense is the box imitation knotty pine? This and related questions in 
Westermann’s art arise not from detached speculation about essential existences, 
but are clearly structured confrontations which come out of studio experience.

The utter objectivity of Westermann’s production has always demanded a 
consideration of materials that is exacting and precise: none of the pieces can 
exist in any other material and form, as a work of Rodin’s may very well exist 
simultaneously in plaster, marble, bronze, and in different sizes. This sort of 
transposition is precluded from Westermann’s art since the uniqueness and his-
toricity of each piece, considered as an existential response, would be diluted and 
compromised. In such an event the work surely would be only the illustration of 
an ingenious concept, the statement of a “poser,” existing essentially as mental 
abstraction, and not, as Westermann’s objects do, as the structured and concrete 
nexus between the inner life of thought, feeling, and memory, and the random 
and indefinable nature of present, immediate experience.

If this etiolated framing of the nature of Westermann’s art is taken as on 
the right track (or at least partially correct), the specific character of his imagery 
and its outer meanings can be seen as the envelope, the necessary boundary, even 
the external structure of his objectified response. Because of the violence, enig-
ma, and energetic vulgarity of a good deal of Westermann’s imagery, he has been 
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now and again considered as a kind of intuitive social commentator or moral 
satirist. The nature of Westermann’s engagement with the contemporary world 
is, however, not a matter of characterizing its peculiarities conceptually and then 
exaggerating or burlesquing this characterization for polemic effect, in the fash-
ion say, of Oldenburg on occasion. Because Westermann’s art, as drawn here, 
is consistently and continuously objectifying a complex experience of reality, it 
competes with and coexists within the locus of that experience, i.e., contempo-
rary America. The psychic pitch of life now and its manifest violent absurdities 
then determine generatively the precise modalities of Westermann’s concrete re-
sponses to it. Interlaced subjective currents are then not unexpected: war and 
death, the debasement of sensibility, unexpected honesty and worthiness in un-
likely streams of popkulch, and particularly the still unequivocal position of craft 
and expertise within artistic life. Weighting as I have so heavily the specifics of 
Westermann’s experience of reality, making it in fact the substance of his art, 
recurrent autobiographical themes gain an interest beyond the minutiae of his 
life. Certainly Westermann’s two combat tours with the marines and his resultant 
participation in the cataclysms of modern warfare have stayed within him as still 
vital experiences as the recurring images of derelict ships, blasted and filled with 
the dying and dead, testify. Perhaps there is a certain rhetoric in the elemental 
confrontations of war on the face of the sea, but the horrific drama of these expe-
riences is reconstituted in Westermann’s work with severely disquieting impact; 
the reality is again present and remains vivid in these pieces of naval disasters. 
Apparently it cannot be exorcised.

Westermann’s unexpected turns to new and varied media have lately 
brought him to working with bronze, in a series of solid cast pieces, a number of 
which are carefully patinaed or plated. To date they form a group in some ways 
analogous to the basic considerations of material properties which the earlier 
glass boxes showed. The bronzes deal with the weight, color, ductility, compres-
sive strength, and other qualities of the material. It is perfectly consistent that the 
pieces are not cast hollow. If they were, they would be in the order of simulacra, 
representations of yet something else. It is their own existences and identities 
which must not be compromised, and so the bronzes have to be “bronze all the 
way through.” At this point at least, it is not possible for them to diverge from an 
essential bronzeness. Perhaps further pieces will come to articulate absurdities 
and paradoxes in the manner of Imitation Knotty Pine.

In the current panorama of American art, paradoxically enough an inter-
national phenomenon at the moment, Westermann’s position is somewhat anom-
alous. For about ten years he has exerted an inf luence among artists here and 
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abroad, but this unsought role has, understandably, not been so much a 
formal or thematic influence as a tutelary one. His sustained inventiveness 
and loner status are regarded paradigmatically by all who are vexed with 
the question of artistic identity vis-à-vis the artistic establishment (of 
which Westermann has never been a part). This autochthonous position 
explains Westermann’s acceptance and following among artists and the 
most venturesome of private collectors, and as well, the corresponding 
lack of recognition, until very recently, from the museum world. Even 
now, after the inclusion of groups of work in two or three recent sculpture 
roundups in the past year and a half, Westermann is represented by but 
single pieces in no more than four museums in this country. The contin-
uing quality and moment of his work deserve fuller consideration in the 
matter of exhibitions, and hopefully the magnitude of his unique genius 
will receive the wide recognition in public collections it has long deserved 
but not yet received.
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Confined Murderer, 1955
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Austerility, 1957
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Untitled (for Ann Davidow), 1956–57
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Untitled (for Caroline Lee), ca. 1956
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The Old Eccentric’s House, 1956–57
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Flying Thing (Male), 1958
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Monument for a Dead Marine, 1957
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Object Under Pressure, 1960
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Brinkmanship, 1958–59
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H. C. WESTERMANN’S 
COMPLEX PRESENT

 
—Jo Applin—

The summer 1967 issue of Artforum magazine holds a special place in the critical 
reception of 1960s art. Dedicated to the then current state of sculpture, which 
had been undergoing a series of seismic shifts since the mid-1950s, it featured a 
Minimalist cube by the Californian artist Larry Bell on the cover. This issue of 
Artforum has come to stand for a particular moment in the history of mid-cen-
tury American sculpture, namely the development of a pared-down Minimalist 
aesthetic: the central essay was “Art and Objecthood,” the critic Michael Fried’s 
now infamous diatribe against the Minimalist, or as he dubbed it “Literalist,” 
work of art. And yet, contained within its pages alongside Fried’s essay and Min-
imalist artist Robert Morris’s latest essay installment “Notes on Sculpture Part 
3,” were essays on Claes Oldenburg’s oversized soft, Pop sculptures of everyday 
objects; abstract painter Ellsworth Kelly’s recent shift into three dimensions; the 
figurative sculptor George Segal’s plaster body casts; David Smith’s metal cuboid 
forms; and an overview of contemporary Californian “funk” sculpture. One essay 
ref lected back on the 1950s, while another, by Robert Smithson, looked to the 
future, with his conceptual Land Art proposition “Towards the Development of 
an Air Terminal Site,” which appeared a number of pages before Sol LeWitt’s 
“Paragraphs on Conceptual Art.” 

Despite the variety of works discussed in this issue of Artforum, and the ca-
nonical status of so many of its components, it is Fried’s essay attacking Minimal-
ism that has since come to stand as the defining essay. In “Art and Objecthood” 
Fried argued at length for the Minimalist object’s aesthetic, critical, and experi-
ential shortcomings.1 The accusations of “theatricality” that Fried leveled at the 
work of artists such as Morris, Donald Judd, and Tony Smith was predicated on 

1. Michael Fried, “Art and 
Objecthood,” Artforum 
5, no. 10 (Summer 1967): 
12–23, reprinted in Gregory 
Battcock, Minimal Art: A 
Critical Anthology (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1995), 116–47.  
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1959–1975 (Halifax: Nova Scotia 
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York: New York University Press, 
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3. Dennis Adrian, “The Art of H. 
C. Westermann,” Artforum 6,  
no. 1 (September 1967): 16–22.  
See also pp. 23–30 of this 
volume. 
 
4. For the best account of 
Westermann’s wartime years, 
see David McCarthy, H. C. 
Westermann at War: Art 
and Manhood in Cold War 
America (Newark: University 
of Delaware Press, 2004).

their reduction of sculptural objects to the realm of the ordinary and everyday. 
The subsequent encounter was, for Fried, of no more aesthetic importance than 
that which occurs between two bodies on a stage, or between, say, a body and 
a piece of furniture in a room. However, in stark contrast to the transcendent 
experience of “presentness” that Fried demanded of the three-dimensional work 
of art, for Judd the work of art needed “only to be interesting” to register its aes-
thetic significance.2

If the cover of the summer 1967 issue declared an allegiance to Minimalism, 
the cover of the subsequent issue changed tack abruptly. Instead of a Minimalist 
cube, the September cover featured, somewhat surprisingly, American sculptor  
H. C. Westermann’s abstract plywood sculpture Antimobile (pp. 118–119) from 1965. 
This strange object was emblematic of a group of similarly planed wooded pieces 
from around the same period. It looks like a melted ship’s wheel, mounted on a 
pedestal as if waiting to be mobilized even as the title suggests the precise opposite. 
It was accompanied by an essay written by Dennis Adrian, in which the critic 
made a polemical case for Westermann’s body of work, which the artist had been 
exhibiting since the mid-1950s, largely in Chicago but later also in New York City. 
Titled simply “The Art of H. C. Westermann,” Adrian’s purpose was to provide a 
detailed primer for newcomers to the artist’s work and ran with the subheading “An 
unexpected absurdity underlies every certitude.”3 Adrian discussed Westermann’s 
status as a figurative artist who was committed to an exceptionally high level of 
craftsmanship. He detailed how Westermann’s works were made from wood, metal, 
and other materials alongside carefully selected found objects, carved, planed, and 
assembled into eccentric yet meticulously finished sculptures. 

While acknowledging that Westermann’s curious body of work had so far 
proven hard to categorize (certainly Adrian had no interest in succumbing to what 
he called the “current manie de classification endemic in critical literature”), the 
critic nonetheless provided, in this and other essays, a helpful overview of some 
of the forms Westermann’s work had taken. These included his upright, surreal 
“personnages” (The Silver Queen, 1960; pp. 66 and 68); architectural house-like 
structures (Burning House, 1958; pp. 46–47); objects contained within wooden 
cabinets, boxes, and glass vitrines (Death Ship Runover by a ’66 Lincoln Continental, 
1966; p. 103), and strange, unsettling tableaux mounted on wooden plinths (Suicide 
Tower, 1965; pp. 112–113). Adrian also listed the motifs that recurred most frequently 
in Westermann’s drawings and sculpture, such as the “Death Ship” (see Death Ship 
of No Port with a List, 1969; p. 104), anchors, and the ever-present shark fins, each of 
which obliquely referenced the artist’s wartime experiences as a marine in World 
War II and again during the Korean War.4 Westermann also appropriated corny and 
picayune symbols of suburban, all-American life, albeit marked with an undertone 
of anxiety, and even at times horror, as much as wit and whimsy. These ranged 
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Surrealism. 
 
7. Philip Leider, cited in Amy 
Newman, Challenging Art: 
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from the familiar and vernacular, such as the pinball machine (About A Black Magic 
Marker, 1959) to the gas station and popular soft-drink brand Coca-Cola (Trophy for 
a Gasoline Apollo, 1961; p. 73).5 As critics at the time remarked, Westermann’s oeuvre 
frequently incorporated elements of social and political critique combined with a 
sometimes comical, sometimes hard-hitting commentary on everyday life in the 
United States and the frailties of the human condition. As much as this connected 
the artist to a longer tradition of socially engaged art, it served at the same time to 
distance him from his more successful contemporaries then largely, although not 
exclusively, invested in the prevailing modernist ideal of abstraction and questions 
of form.

Adrian concluded his essay in Artforum by railing against an art world that 
had for too long neglected Westermann, noting that he was in the collection of 
only four national museums. Adrian argued against certain contemporary accounts 
dismissing Westermann’s work as anachronistic in its commitment to figuration 
and traditional craft-based skills. He claimed rather that Westermann’s sculpture 
charted a route through, but also importantly away from, earlier Surrealist and 
Dada precedents, with their emphasis on the found object and commitment to the 
realm of fantasy and the unconscious, to forge instead an utterly contemporary fable 
of modern life in the United States worthy of serious critical attention.6 Artforum 
editor Philip Leider, it seems, concurred with Adrian’s perspective, and having 
the relatively unknown, older artist on the cover of Artforum was a bold move in 
more ways than one. For not only did the September issue immediately follow the 
provocative summer issue on contemporary sculpture, it was also the first issue of 
the magazine to be published in New York after the magazine’s relocation from 
Los Angeles. Leider later remembered Fried’s horrified response when he saw the 
inaugural New York cover, telling Leider, “I don’t know what people are going to 
say when they see that your first cover in New York is H. C. Westermann.”7

For Westermann was no New Yorker, and his relationship to the city, and to 
the art world, was, at best, ambivalent. Born in Los Angeles in 1922, Westermann 
enlisted in the US Marine Corps in 1942, joining the crew of the USS Enterprise 
in 1943, where he remained at sea for the next two and a half years. During his 
time in the Marines Westermann witnessed a deadly kamikaze attack on the USS 
Franklin, after which he was assigned to the cleanup party charged with escorting 
its burned-out hulk to land. The smell of death would haunt Westermann for the 
rest of his life, as testified by his frequent repetition of the “Death Ship” motif in 
works such as U.S.S. Franklin Arising from an Oil Slick Sea (1976; p. 177), a simple 
ship form “marbled” in a mix of black and white oil paint. Although resembling 
a three-dimensional Jackson Pollock painting, the surface patterning in fact had 
a rather more contemporary reference too, namely the so-called “razzle dazzle” 
patterning employed by the United States in World War II to camouflage ships.
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After a brief stint as part of a USO-sponsored hand-balancing act with 
Wayne Uttley (Westermann was a lifelong gymnast), in 1946 Westermann moved 
to Chicago where he studied graphic and applied arts at the School of the Art In-
stitute. In 1951, a year after the start of the Korean War, Westermann re-enlisted 
with the Marines for a further year. It was a period in which the artist’s politics 
came more sharply into focus, as was evident in his later critical commentary 
on US foreign policy in works such as Brinkmanship (1958–59; p. 50), in which a 
toilet ballcock provides the rotund body of the central figure, an unmistakable 
portrait of Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, the man responsible for pur-
suing the high stakes political strategy of “brinkmanship,” in which one oppo-
nent pushes the other to the very limit.8 The small spigot-like penis protruding 
ridiculously from the figure’s groin suggests something of Westermann’s views 
about such military machismo at that time. In 1952 Westermann re-enrolled at 
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, this time in the fine arts division as a 
beneficiary of the GI Bill.

Westermann’s first show took place in 1956 at the Allan Frumkin Gallery, 
and within a couple of years he was exhibiting regularly in and around Chicago. 
Westermann’s contemporaries included Leon Golub, whose similarly war-fueled 
and figurative imagery would assure him a loyal following in a Midwest art 
world less committed to the abstract geometry and bright Pop then dominating 
New York’s art scene. Westermann’s first major exposure in New York came when 
he was selected to participate in Peter Selz’s much-maligned New Images of Man 
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in 1959. Selz included three of 
Westermann’s bellicose personnages: The Evil New War God (S.O.B.) (1958; pp. 62–63), 
Angry Young Machine (1959; p. 61), and Memorial to the Idea of Man If He Was an 
Idea (1958; pp. 22 and 31).9 Westermann frequently expressed his contempt for the 
metropolitan art world and the feeling was largely mutual, with the artist certainly 
receiving his fair share of harsh reviews from New York critics.10

In the autumn of 1968, just one year after Westermann’s appearance on the 
cover of Artforum, Max Kozloff, a contributing editor at the magazine, wrote the 
catalogue essay for Westermann’s solo exhibition at the Los Angeles County Mu-
seum of Art. Alongside Adrian’s Artforum essay, Kozloff ’s catalogue remains one of 
the most perceptive early pieces of writing we have on Westermann. Kozloff, like 
Adrian, recognized Westermann’s contemporary concerns, which for him were 
not so much straightforwardly decipherable than a series of codified worlds that 
draw the viewer into an “involuntary covenant.”11 Curator Michael Rooks subse-
quently concurred with this account, noting on the occasion of the artist’s ma-
jor retrospective exhibition in 2001 how “the works are more like conundrums 
in which the ambiguities themselves present further ambiguities.”12 Or, as crit-
ic John Perreault put it, Westermann’s stories are “very contemporary, very  
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disjointed, and very full of discontinuities. And in fact, what you, the viewer, 
have to do is finish the story yourself; fill in the blanks and the detail.”13

Such claims suggest something of the rich viewing encounter Westermann’s 
works demand, replete as they are with suggestive motifs that do not immediately 
organize into a clearly legible narrative, even as they do appear to offer fragments 
of information. These include the frequent references to warfare, and a broader 
concern with the fate of the human subject that, in Westermann’s hands, registers 
variously as absurd, sad, apocalyptic, and playful, for the artist was, as Kozloff 
noted, “quite capable of being both savage and whimsical” at the same time.14 
That Westermann’s works were freighted with such high drama and emotional as 
well as psychically charged tension makes clear the extent to which his work was 
out of step with contemporary sculptural practice. Certainly such an approach 
was anathema to his Minimalist peers who, in stark contrast, were committed, 
in Judd’s words, to producing works that were merely “interesting,” and which 
resolutely refused to engage in the kind of storytelling that Kozloff and Adrian 
identified as driving Westermann’s vision.15

For both of these critics, securing an appropriate and serious framework 
for thinking about Westermann was of paramount importance. For too often 
Westermann’s work has been dismissed as autobiographical, as embodying an 
outdated form of Surrealism, or as the product of an amateur or outsider artist, 
despite his art school training and exhibition history. In their respective essays, 
both Adrian and Kozloff identify a series of key issues from which a number of 
questions arise that remain worth asking still, namely: What might the critical 
reception of Westermann’s work tell us about the contemporary status of sculp-
ture in the mid- to late 1960s? And how can we retrospectively make a case for 
the artist as no longer an outlier but in fact an integral participant in contempo-
rary debates about the meaning of sculpture in the 1960s? And finally, how to 
accommodate Westermann’s work within the prevailing conditions of the time 
that privileged abstraction?

Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, the Minimalist sculptor Donald Judd 
provided answers to these questions, in part, for Westermann had been on the 
younger artist and critic’s radar for a number of years by the time he made the 
front cover of Artforum. In 1963 Judd reviewed Westermann’s show at Allan 
Frumkin’s New York gallery, praising the artist for his “well-made,” “recondite,” 
and “thorough” mode of making.16 The review was illustrated with one of the 
artist’s recent mirror-pane boxes, Channel 37, which was from the same series 
as Rosebud (1963), although the work Judd discussed in detail was A Rope Tree 
(1963; p. 91), another laminated plywood piece that belonged to the same group 
as Antimobile and The Big Change (1963). It was a work that Kozloff would describe 
memorably, and in stark contrast to Judd’s account, as reveling in a “tantrum 
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of craftsmanship,” suggesting something of the obsessive attention to detail for 
which Westermann was so renowned.17

Unlike Kozloff and Adrian, Judd sought to accommodate Westermann’s 
idiosyncratic work within the broader rubric of the “specific object,” Judd’s term 
for the newly emerging three-dimensional objects beginning to appear on the art 
scene in the early to mid-1960s.18 Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, for modern 
readers at least, in his review Judd called Westermann “one of the best artists 
around.”19 In contrast to the “tantrum of craftsmanship” described by Kozloff, 
Judd argued instead that Westermann sought to construct a viewing encounter 
in a manner that was “important” for its rather more austere combination of 
“emotional and philosophical content,”20 a claim he would follow up in his essay 
“Local History” the following year, in which Judd nominated Westermann’s work 
as standing for “something new and philosophical.”21 

“Local History” was accompanied by a large reproduction of Untitled (question 
mark) (1962), a plywood and “marbled” sculpture consisting of a question mark 
mounted on a base. Westermann’s question mark hovered over Judd’s essay in which 
the young critic acknowledged the current art scene was in a state of formal and 
conceptual flux. No single aesthetic criterion seemed to determine the contemporary 
art world, Judd noted, aside from an apparent resistance to conformity and anything 
that recalled the previous generation’s expressive, gestural abstraction. Rather, for 
the first time in a while, Judd wrote, “there were almost no groups and there were no 
movements” and “things were wide open again.”22 What Westermann’s work opened 
up, or perhaps placed a question mark against, was what Judd described in the essay 
as contemporary sculptures’ production of an entirely “new area of experience.”23

It was that freshness of approach that critic and curator Lucy R. Lippard also 
recognized in Westermann’s “fusion of the sensuous” with “deadpan abstract form.”24 
Lippard was discussing Westermann’s five-foot-tall purple-and-green lollipop titled 
The Plush (1963–64; p. 96), which she hailed as an important precursor to the emerging 
group of “Eccentric Abstraction” sculptors, whose work Lippard showcased in a 1966 
exhibition (she included work by Eva Hesse, Bruce Nauman, Don Potts, Alice Adams, 
Louise Bourgeois, and Frank Lincoln Viner). In Lippard’s accompanying essay, she 
wrote that the most salient aspect of these artists’ practices was not their difference 
from but rather their close formal conversation with the work of their Minimalist 
peers. This was achieved, Lippard noted, through an eccentric combination of the 
abstract and erotic, or—put differently—the “sensuous” and the “deadpan.” Lippard 
was careful to point out that Westermann was only precluded from inclusion in 
“Eccentric Abstraction” on the grounds of his commitment to figuration.

Clearly then, for all Fried’s bombast against Minimalism, in fact the 
Minimalist and decidedly “non-” Minimalist work of art were far from at war with 
each other, but were instead frequently exhibited and discussed together, suggesting 
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a complexity and crossing of categories that has tended since to be ironed out.25 The 
singularity of Westermann’s work made sense to contemporary critics precisely 
because it both presented viewers with something wholly new and also spoke to its 
own moment, expanding the parameters of what sculpture might be (“anomalous” 
was how Adrian defined Westermann’s status).26 The power of Westermann’s work 
lay precisely in the fact that it sat squarely—if uncomfortably—between the two 
poles of eccentricity and specific object.

When Kozloff described Westermann’s work as offering a unique vision of 
the “complex present,” he was making two important points.27 First was to un-
derscore the contemporaneity of the references contained within Westermann’s 
work, which addressed issues not derived solely from the artist’s personal auto-
biography but spoke to wider social and political concerns, even as he abstracted 
and made strange that experience. For these were not works intended to lend 
what Kozloff described as an explanatory or “generalizing charge” to our experi-
ence of the present, but were, rather, highly idiosyncratic, unique and provoca-
tive, even unsettling, encounters with the familiar made altogether strange, and 
new. Second, Kozloff was addressing a similar point raised by Adrian concerning 
the temporal awkwardness of Westermann’s practice, which seemed to stand as 
both absolutely a part of but also, definitively, apart from his contemporary mo-
ment. As Kozloff concluded, Westermann’s “complex present” confronts viewers 
with the “shivery authenticity” of his distinctive imagination, at once of its time 
and strangely timeless.28

The point is that no one interpretation “fits” Westermann’s work, nor should 
we wish it to. This is not to abandon Westermann to the hinterlands of the 1960s 
art world and conversations about sculpture to which, as we have seen, his work 
clearly belonged. For, as Judd put it in 1964, “the urge to make categories and 
movements” results in “a simple-minded acceptance of everything in the lauded 
category” (for which can be read “Minimalism”), and “a simple-minded rejection 
of everything else” (for which read Westermann, and figurative, narrative-driven 
art).29 Nor is it to indulge in a kind of special pleading that Westermann’s work 
somehow exceeds the available interpretive models. Rather it is to acknowledge 
Westermann’s role as a keen-eyed critic as well as participant—at times “savage,” 
at others “whimsical”—of the contemporary world, which was a frequent topic for 
his sculptural work as well as for the drawings and illustrated letters Westermann 
would mail colleagues, family, and friends throughout his life.

“See America First” ran the slogan for the suite of prints the artist made in 
1968 (See America First, 1968). Borrowed from an early twentieth-century tour-
ism campaign that encouraged Americans to explore their own country instead 
of traveling abroad, Westermann made this suite of eighteen lithographs while 
on a residency in Los Angeles. In part detailing his own cross-country journey, 
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the series places contemporary America under close critical scrutiny, much as 
the artist’s previous war-themed sculpture had similarly done, as Westermann’s 
youthful jingoism gives way to the clear-sighted cynicism of the older ex-marine, 
alert to the problems running deep in American life.

The last sentences of “Art and Objecthood” contain Fried’s infamous plea 
that art retain its commitment to lifting viewers from the mundane theatrics or 
“literalism” of daily life. “We are all literalists most or all of our lives,” Fried wrote, 
“Presentness is grace.”30 It was an odd, if since regularly repeated, phrase on which 
to end a piece of contemporary art criticism. By “presentness,” Fried meant to insist 
on the abstract, modernist work of art’s ability to transcend its particular moment 
in time, to provide us—the viewer—with a moment of respite, elevated up and away 
from our contemporary situation in time and place. It was precisely this element of 
“grace” that Fried claimed was absent from contemporary “Literalist” or Minimalist 
works of art that wallowed instead in the realm of the theatrical. For Fried, such 
works—and we might think of Westermann here as a key example—were closer to 
Surrealism in their employment of “at once holistic, and in a sense fragmentary” 
imagery.31

Perhaps a sense of presentness or “grace” was what art, and its audiences, 
needed in 1967. Certainly, Fried thought as much. But for Westermann, this was 
neither the point nor purpose of his work, which was on the contrary rooted in 
the here and now. His eccentric invocation of contemporary, everyday life, from 
warfare to the politics of the suburbs and the vernacular imagery of Middle Amer-
ica, remained a mainstay of his practice until the artist’s untimely death in 1981 
at the age of fifty-eight. Westermann’s attempt to conjure a sense of the “complex 
present” ultimately assured him a place at the margins of the art world, even as a 
small group of vocal supporters prophesized that his “unique genius” would one 
day “receive the wide recognition” it deserves.32 For all his supposed anachronisms, 
as an artist considered too “surreal,” too narrative, too figurative and craft-oriented, 
might we not consider, from the perspective of our own, contemporary “complex 
present,” that in fact Westermann’s time might be now?
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Angry Young Machine, 1959
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The Evil New War God (S.O.B.), 1958
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W.W.I General, W.W.II General, W.W.III General, 1962
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The Hands, 1961
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Where the Angels Fear to Tread, 1962
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H. C. WESTERMANN: 
GOIN’ HOME

 
—Beatriz Velázquez—
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Museum of Contemporary Art, 
2001). 
 

Who knows but if men constructed their dwellings with their own 
hands, and provided food for themselves and families simply and 
honestly enough, the poetic faculty would be universally developed, 
as birds universally sing when they are so engaged?

—Henry David Thoreau, Walden; or, Life in the Woods1

Horace Clifford Westermann (1922–1981), raised in Los Angeles, at last 
started on his path as an artist in 1952, when, at the age of twenty-nine, he enrolled 
to study fine arts at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. During his years 
of training his practice began with painting, and in the course of his career he 
produced various series of prints and numerous drawings and watercolors. And 
yet Westermann soon came to define himself as a sculptor; his production was 
highly personal and idiosyncratic: generally made of wood with the skills of a 
master carpenter and cabinetmaker, it seems closer to the work of a maker who 
puts together objects, one who creates distinct pieces within a body of work that 
cannot be reduced to the umbrella of any constant style, let alone to a trend shared 
with his contemporaries.2

Westermann’s graduation in 1954 ended his second stretch as a student at 
the School of the Art Institute, as he had already studied graphic and applied arts 
there in the late 1940s. Between the two periods of study, he served one year in 
the Korean War. Here again, that too was not his first experience in the military: 
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Friedman, Dennis Adrian,” 
New York, July 1966, in H. C. 
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ed. Germano Celant, exh. cat. 
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Collection of Fine Arts 
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he had been a member of the United States Marine Corps since 1942, and during 
World War II he spent nearly three years in the Pacific aboard the aircraft carrier 
USS Enterprise.

The degree Westermann earned in 1954 meant a definitive impulse for a 
long-cherished vocation. Shortly before his graduation, he wrote to his sister, 
“Do you know Martha when I was just a boy how I yearned to be an artist—I 
died a thousand deaths to be just an artist—It is my one lifelong dream and has 
always been.”3 From then on, the testimonies regarding his commitment abound. 
In a 1966 interview, Westermann expressed it as follows: “I, as a person, as a 
human being, I like to be worthy. I want to be worthwhile within myself. This is 
my manhood. Work. You take that away from me and I’m nothing; you tell me I 
gotta be a slob, and I’d just as soon shoot myself. Or if I have to be a hack, like 
ten million tradesmen in this country, I’d rather be dead.... I want my work to be 
good! I want to be able to look myself in the mirror in the morning, and I don’t 
want to fool anybody.”4 This attitude, strongly geared toward work and its fruits, 
is part of Westermann’s singularity. Moreover, his sculptural oeuvre maintains a 
consistency that seems to come from the dogged trust in his own views. This has 
sometimes been considered Westermann’s most remarkable influence on other 
artists, particularly in the Chicago art scene. He remained a reference in the arts 
there despite having moved early on, in 1961, to a small town in Connecticut. In 
1974, Donald Baum, a seasoned curator and champion of artists in Chicago, wrote 
that Westermann had been an absent father for much of the city’s subsequent art.5

The art critic Dennis Adrian, who later followed Westermann’s career closely, 
commented on being deeply impressed when he first got to know Westermann’s 
work. The objects dealt with subjects such as houses, ships, mausoleums, and the 
content of dreams, which were foreign to the monumental tradition. They were 
equally alien to the abstract sculpture of the time, and this, Adrian said, made 
them “extremely difficult to consider in terms of what was, in the middle 50s, felt 
to be the appropriate realm of sculptural theses.”6 In fact, because of the marked 
peculiarity of his work, Westermann soon ceased to be considered a participant in 
the successive developments in contemporary art.7 Still, the presence in Chicago 
of Peter Selz, who later became a curator at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) 
in New York, contributed to the early recognition of the artist, and to a number of 
essays to understand his work within the art scene at the time. Hence a few of his 
figurative sculptures were included in the exhibition New Images of Man, curated by 
Selz at MoMA in 1959, and presenting alternatives to the abstraction of the New 
York School. For Selz, these “images of man” were turning attention back to the 
core of reality.8

Within the new realisms that emerged as the 1960s approached, there was 
a kind of art that looked to images from popular culture and, actually, already 
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since 1963 H. C. Westermann took part in some of the first shows of what later 
critics would refine into the category of American Pop Art.9 After all, ever since 
his earliest sculptures from the 1950s, Westermann had unabashedly used the 
languages of comic strips and science fiction movies, as well as the codified forms 
of mass consumer products. His own image was always that of an ordinary guy, an 
average American, far removed from the sophistication and bohemia of “high art.”10 

In the end, New Images of Man turned out to be a curatorial experiment 
without much continuity, and the spectrum of the label of Pop Art gradually 
narrowed down to the “cool” veins—different to H. C. Westermann’s tone. Thus 
any ascriptions of his art to these groups turned out to be merely tentative. In 
retrospect, Westermann’s sculpture may better fit within the spirit of The Art of 
Assemblage, another show held at MoMA, this in 1961, that featured some of his 
works. To a certain degree, this exhibition presented one more strategy for a new 
realism, as the assemblages were “closer to everyday life than either abstract or 
representational art.”11 It can also be claimed that through assemblage a real object 
is created, a new one which is independent of the objectivity of its components and, 
in fact, with more reality content than representations.

The notion that assemblages are the origin of an additional reality broke 
through in an early moment of H. C. Westermann’s career, but, curiously, it 
matches Dennis Adrian’s successive accounts of Westermann’s art. According 
to Adrian, Westermann’s sculptures are never representations but instead 
expressions, specific utterances. Each piece results from the grasping of reality and 
the processing of experience that, from their complexity, take on a concrete shape 
and become a work. Adrian also described this process as a coalescence, driven by 
a certain inner urgency that comes out as an object. Westermann’s sculptures are 
always “objectifications,” experience made objectual and generating a very strong 
sense of meaning.12 Interestingly, by the time Dennis Adrian was fine-tuning his 
thesis on Westermann, as per the 1967 contribution to Artforum (see this catalogue,  
pp. 23–30), Donald Judd was prescribing that specificity—which formalism insistently 
demanded concerning the medium—should lie instead in the different ways for the 
works to be objects. Judd did count Clifford Westermann among those shifting from 
the specificity of the medium to that of the object. Westermann’s production and 
objects were always specific with regard to their content, their meaning. 

Tracing the course of some of the meanings objectified by the artist, this 
exhibition looks at a certain continuing disenchantment. To borrow the title of 
one of Westermann’s sculptures, the show could shape a piece of a museum of 
shattered dreams. Some of these ruined dreams are explored in order to examine 
Westermann’s care for matters such as the home, dying, and the continuum of 
work. In addition, this essay sifts the artist’s production so as to discern a will 
to put working into work, to the service of securing the protection of a home. 
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This will only be reached at a point on the limit that converges with death: 
therefore Westermann’s enterprise is, in a sense, a discontinuous but sustained and 
interminable quest to go (or go back) home.13 

References to the refuge of a home run through Westermann’s entire 
career.14 He picked a crumb of his crushed museum of disillusionment in A Piece 
from the Museum of Shattered Dreams (1965; p. 99). A bulb-shaped object carved in 
wood rests only tentatively, in unstable equilibrium, on a slender pedestal. The 
pedestal rises out from a board with a couple of ebony chips with the form of 
fins, suggesting a shark-infested ocean. Westermann said this piece does not really 
represent anything in particular.15 Yet sharks in his iconography invoke the context 
of war in the Pacific, and so the shattered dreams presented here could be speaking 
of the veteran’s disappointment with his country’s military program.16 Besides, the 
carved bulbous shape resembles a ship’s fenders,17 and so A Piece from the Museum of 
Shattered Dreams recalls a quay fender, designed to protect the vessel and the sailors, 
simply supported by a column that is only barely sufficient, and that separates it 
from the threat of sharks. The fender is protected only precariously, just like how, 
in the midst of despair, one remains in hope, in wait; one perseveres in trusting. 
The piece would then work as an allegory of the cost of keeping images of security 
on the battlefront. Among them, there are the images of home and the hope of 
return, a dubious prospect soldiers hold on to. 

Westermann’s work is imbued with the desire to go home, as can be seen 
in A Soldier’s Dream (1955), in which a mutilated body suffers the torment of a 
fire. The sculpture, which resembles a portable shrine, takes its title from an 
old song about the soldier’s yearning to go home.18 Thus, even in his agony, the 
recruit believes he will return from the war: waiting for the moment of going 
home persists, even when the odds have become negligible. Something similar 
recurs in Catch-22, a novel by Joseph Heller created around the same time as 
A Soldier’s Dream. Heller depicts a thick bureaucratic mesh during World War 
II, one that tangles American soldiers and continually postpones their leave. 
However, despite all the obstacles, and also for lack of blind allegiances to 
service or any heroic inclinations, there was “a mounting number of enlisted 
men and officers who found their way solemnly to Sergeant Towser several 
times a day to ask if the orders sending them home had come in.”19 In Heller, 
in Westermann, and perhaps more generally in the experience of war, “home” 
is the deictic of a journey that is always on hold; of a continual “going” to be 
delayed indefinitely. 

H. C. Westermann was certainly familiar with the hardships faced by soldiers 
on a mission, and he seemingly had a certain penchant for domesticity. But beyond 
that, his work concurs with the idea of home, in such a way that working as a 
whole—work—is closely attached to the job of building a home. 
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It is a tendency that, for one thing, found concretion in Westermann’s efforts 
to build his own house and studio.20 The artist applied himself to that task from 
1969, and until the year of his death. It was a slow-paced process, thus resulting in 
the incorporation as already owned and experienced of whatever part was built. A 
year before the works started, he reported to his sister, “We’re having a lot of fun 
with this house thing you know—it’s quite an experience—I frankly never thought 
we’d ever have a real home.”21

Rosebud (1963) provides a clue as to what Westermann considered the 
product of his work as a sculptor. A sort of cupboard assembled from mirrors 
on different planes, Rosebud is one of the few sculptures that Westermann 
acknowledged as a self-portrait, as it is stamped on the rear of the object. It is 
not a typical self-portrait, because it is not anthropomorphic. It is rather a case 
of the artist choosing one of his pieces to represent himself: this involves not 
just an association of work and life, but unpacking this particular artwork as 
a general statement about the artist. As for the title, in the movie Citizen Kane 
“Rosebud” is the name of the sled whose memory, kept by Charles Foster Kane, 
encapsulates the sense of his sheltered childhood. This sculpture therefore stands 
for the meaning of the childhood home, and, by extension, when Westermann 
builds it as a self-portrait, he declares his work as the endeavor to restore a home. 
The particular instance of Rosebud would appear to be fragile, considering the 
iconography of mirrors, a recurring element in the vanitas genre. Brittle, the 
integrity of Rosebud is unsteady, and the piece gets so determined as an attempt 
within an as yet-to-be-fulfilled purpose. Rosebud qualifies Westermann’s artistic 
and life journey as a quest for a home. 

In 1951, in the lecture “Building Dwelling Thinking” and in the article “... Poetically 
Man Dwells...,” Martin Heidegger discussed man’s being in the world as an agent 
of creation, of poiesis. A premise in these texts, as Heidegger had explained in his 
“Letter on ‘Humanism’” a few years earlier, was that the modern subject had lost 
their nearness to Being, and entered into a state of homelessness.22 As a consequence 
of this loss, Heidegger explains in “Building Dwelling Thinking,” man is called to 
dwell. Indeed, Heidegger does describe our way of being not as living, but rather 
as dwelling. It is a sort of transitive dwelling, one which does implicate procuring 
a place of one’s own. To dwell is always to inhabit something, to occupy it, while 
investing it with the familiarity of an abode. 

Heidegger argues that something essential bonds dwelling and building 
together. The meaning of the German term bauen, “to build,” originally included 
the sense of lingering, remaining, staying in a place.23 Building and dwelling 
correspond: to dwell is to build, which is to dwell; and man dwells by building, 
furnishing spaces, making them a home. In the later text, Heidegger probes this 
idea further, distilling a verse from a poem by Friedrich Hölderlin to conclude that 
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“poetically man dwells.”24 But poetry, which is a letting-dwell, consists of building, 
which is why building (which in turn means “poetically”) is how man can dwell.

In other words, man only lives within the ensemble of building-dwelling, 
this is, actively obtaining the conditions— either material or not—of what in more 
abstract and comprehensive terms we call “home.” It is a poetic provision whereby, 
to follow Heidegger, man takes the measuring of his dwelling.25 And this in fact 
appears to have been the determination of H. C. Westermann, who, incidentally, 
had already been diagnosed with fundamental homelessness by the time of his 
first retrospective in 1968.26 The strong commitment that defined Westermann as 
an artist led him, so as to inhabit life properly, to a building that is meaningful: to 
work that equips a place for action and habitation, a home. 

Although, as it happens, we do not simply dwell, without difficulty. As 
Heidegger writes about the plight of dwelling, “[mortals] must ever learn to dwell.”27 
Dwelling thus loiters on the realm of a perennial unresolved. Meanwhile, on life’s 
journey, the provision of any abode will always be incomplete.

This may be the reason why those works by Westermann dealing with houses 
refer to impossibility. From the beginning of his career, houses were sometimes 
prisons, as in Untitled (castle box) (ca. 1956) and A Little Black Cage (1965: p. 115), 
or sometimes mausoleums for the still-alive—Mysterious Yellow Mausoleum (1958) 
and Cross Section of a Man Buried Alive (1955). They are often impregnable sites that 
cannot be entered, as in The Mysteriously Abandoned New Home (1958; p. 45), a model 
of a house with only a few openings, sealed shut.

The words “KEEP OUT” deny access to another wooden house dating from 
the same year, Mad House (1958; p. 44). An ear, eye, and mouth are spread around 
the façade, and even the tightly closed door becomes a pubis for the body-shaped 
outline around it. The house and the body merge, underlining an essential confusion 
between the self and the roofed refuge. But the references to the body are arranged 
chaotically, alluding to the complex psychosexual makeup of individuals.28 This 
portends a failure in shelter that, extending to the body, renders the inadequacy 
of dwelling flagrant. Even the play on words in the title suggests that rather than a 
“madhouse,” the sculpture is a humanized house that is mad itself.29

In Mad House and other early sculptures such as He-Whore (1957; p. 39), 
the body has gone insane, and is no longer the seat of calm. It is no wonder that 
Peter Selz was attracted to the pessimistic, agitated mood of these works as he 
prepared the exhibition New Images of Man, which argued that the art of the time, 
once Expressionism had run dry in abstraction, was responding through images to 
postwar dehumanization and angst. These artists, Selz said, had “the ‘courage to be,’ 
to face the situation and to state the absurdity.”30 Although the show was not well 
received by critics, reviewing it today helps understand that there was then a surge 
of artists set in the ground of homelessness, and striving to dwell.
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One of the works by Westermann in New Images of Man was his sculpture 
Memorial to the Idea of Man If He Was an Idea (1958; pp. 22 and 31), a sort of cupboard-
statue with a cyclops eye. A small figure is trapped inside its fierce mouth, raising 
its arms to call for help. The protection provided by this latter-day Polyphemus is 
meager, as is made evident on opening the cupboard to find the figure’s hollow chest, 
a little sinking ship, an armless acrobat hanging from a trapeze, and a headless 
figure vainly playing baseball. The cues to The Odyssey (the kidnapping by an angry 
cyclops, the sea, a certain denial of human beings) places Memorial to the Idea of Man 
If He Was an Idea as witness to the misfortunes that befall those embarking on the 
ever-deferred journey home.31

Death is a second invariant running through Westermann’s work, and 
parallel, as it appears, to the artist’s building-dwelling. Indeed, for Heidegger as 
well, dwelling is a course to death: “Mortals dwell in that they initiate their own 
essential being—their being capable of death as death—into the use and practice 
of this capacity, so that there may be a good death.”32 Death is thus deemed the 
fulfillment of the essence and destiny of man. This consummation is reached through 
dwelling, that is, through construction. In this sense, dwelling—as obtaining (by 
working, building) a home—and death follow contiguous paths. They are, surely, 
paths, routes, because the active carrying of dwelling toward dying consists of a 
“going toward death,” rather than an act. Dying, like dwelling and building, is a 
matter that progresses. It seems to be so for Westermann as well, in pieces like 
March or Die (1966; p. 121).

March or Die is a typical H. C. Westermann object: a compendium of 
disparate forms that does not quite constitute a representation, even though it hints 
at recognizable elements (in this case, a portable cabinet of implements). Beyond 
that, the title of this sculpture is equivocal, and leaves the possibility open that its 
two verbs may not necessarily be understood as imperative forms, but infinitives: 
“to march,” “to die.” Hence it is undetermined whether March or Die ultimately 
means “to march or to die.” In the latter case, the phrase would introduce a mutual 
exclusion between marching (or walking, proceeding forward) and dying: like 
in the military context where it comes from, “march or die” would signify that 
the only way to escape death is to keep going, persevering in the task. Either you 
march or you die.33 But at the same time, honoring another possible use of the 
conjunction “or,” “march or die” could be interpreted as two alternative terms for 
the same reality. In this case, the actions “march” and “die” are rendered equivalent: 
marching is dying. It is the transit, the progression, the march of living-dwelling 
toward death. 

Dwelling as building, gradually readying a house, and dwelling as dying or 
going toward death, have the home and death as their respective ends. Together, 
the two—the home, death—outline the limit to dwelling. So it comes as no surprise 
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that Westermann was deeply moved when he learned of the last words of a suicide 
victim who, in 1965, wrote, “I’m goin’ home.”34 Westermann recounted and drew 
the incident in several letters (fig. p. 107) and he went on to use the phrase “I’m 
goin’ home” to emblematically represent dying (fig. p. 12).

It is interesting that the suicide chose to use the present participle, in the 
present continuous tense, to declare his will. The “going” in “I’m goin’ home” never 
halts, corresponding to the difficulty to realize dying. Maurice Blanchot addressed 
this difficulty when he examined death as that which eludes any program. Discussing 
the power to die, in 1955 he wrote, “Even when, with an ideal and heroic resolve, 
I decide to meet death, isn’t it still death that comes to meet me, and when I think 
I grasp it, does it not grasp me? Does it not loosen all hold upon me, deliver me to 
the ungraspable?”35

Blanchot says the labor of the suicide resembles that of the artist, because 
the aims of both (death; and the work as the total of everything worked by the 
artist, his non-terminable oeuvre) become undiscernible in the horizons of their 
respective commitments. In their toil, it is as if the artist and the suicide “were 
embarking upon a kind of action which could only reach its term at infinity.”36 The 
will to die remains as a “going,” and death cannot be possessed as an accomplished 
fact. So the task of the artist is a “working,” work, that only condenses in the form 
of work, and then gets out of its author—when ceasing.

I do believe that Westermann cogitated along these lines from the mid-
1960s onward, through pieces that explored aspects of the absurd. Some of these 
sculptures focus on paradoxes stemming from the plays of literalness between the 
works and their titles, as in Walnut Box (1964) or Untitled (question mark) (1962). 
Others, more relevant for the purposes of this essay, present faults in functionality 
that undermine the raison d’être of that which is instrumental. For instance, 
Antimobile (1965; pp. 118–119) is a steering wheel with an impractical shape, which, 
moreover, does not transmit the rotation to any mechanism. It could be a monument 
to uselessness, as a device that, even when turning, can’t induce any movement. 
Nonfunctional, Antimobile does not work: it brings about the serviceability limit 
state of work. It is a work that does not work, or rather, it is a work because it does 
not work.

A similar logic drives Negate (1965), a sculpture consisting of two confronted 
carpenter’s planes, their relative arrangement rendering both useless as tools: they 
no longer can “work.” However, having stopped being operative, they are allowed 
to be a work of art. Negate and Antimobile manifest the mutual denial of the status 
of tool and work; as if, still within a Heideggerian framework, they conveyed the 
sense that the being of equipment forestalls the self-sufficiency that necessarily is 
an attribute of the work of art. The two sculptures also evince a nearness, while 
reciprocal alienation, between working and the work, between building and the 

34. Ibid., 340. Rooks developed 
the idea of going home as 
dying in Westermann’s work, 
based on this story and the 
sculpture Im Goin’ Home on the 
Midnight Train, in his article “H. 
C. Westermann,” published in 
What Nerve!, ed. Nadel, 22.  
 
35. Maurice Blanchot, The 
Space of Literature, trans. Ann 
Smock (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 2015), 98.
 
36. Ibid., 106.
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object of that building. And at the same time, they purport that every work is a 
precipitate, a past participle cast out from the continuum of work. As such, they 
bring to a general, broader scope the idea of coalescence that Dennis Adrian 
observed in Westermann’s practice. And, to recapitulate, the negativity in the 
opposition of working and the work replicates the dispossession of dying in death. 

The allegory is complete in Im Goin’ Home on the Midnight Train (1974; p. 108), 
which, like Negate, emerged from the artist’s intervention in a tool. In this case, 
Westermann added a second steel head on the free end of a hammer. Again, the 
tool became useless qua tool. Westermann then fastened the device to the bottom 
of a box, encasing the hammer to underline its new status: no longer operational, 
but thenceforth a work. 

Westermann assembled this piece while he was recovering from a serious 
heart problem.37 Being on the brink of dying, the imminence of the “goin’ home” 
that entitles this work appears as a supervened incapability to work. This sculpture 
may be referring to Westermann himself, since its title is expressed in the first 
person. More, the artist stamped the name “WESTERMANN” on the travel crate he 
made for the piece, as was often his practice. This crate—or perhaps coffin—could 
be the trunk of an artist who, as his name tells, is a wester: Westermann “wests,” 
he keeps heading toward sunset in the west, traveling to the place of his home and 
his death.

Im Goin’ Home on the Midnight Train carries yet another biographical story 
that confirms the breakdown of work as a final front for both building and living-
dwelling, and as the milestone for the accomplishment of the home and of dying. 
Westermann’s grandfather, George Bloom, who was for the artist a reference as a 
carpenter, died when his skills began to decline. The choice of the title Im Goin’ Home 
on the Midnight Train is significant, given the fact that Bloom committed suicide, and 
that he did so precisely on the railroad tracks.38

The issues of suicide and the intrinsic difficulty in its attainment surface in 
several of Westermann’s sculptures. As Blanchot points out, contradiction in suicide 
does not only lie in the fact that withdrawing from the world and continuing to act 
requires the supreme act of causing one’s own death. There is also a radical reversal 
through which death, which is the individual’s extreme form of power—the power 
to kill oneself—becomes something without any relation to it, “for it is that which 
is not accomplished, the interminable and incessant.”39 In the face of this aporia, 
Westermann decides to represent the process prior to the end: Suicide Tower (1965; 
pp. 112–113) invites the beholder to imagine the suicide’s climbing of the steps 
leading to the jumping-off platform. This tower is not a monument to the moment 
of the leap, but rather to the climb leading up to it, because the sculpture recreates 
the latter’s performative unfolding. Delaying dying, Suicide Tower keeps as pure 
potency that which resists consummation into actuality. 

37. Rooks and Warren, H. C. 
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The incommensurability of death provides a measure of the limited 
capacity of human beings, in terms of dwelling as advancing to the realization 
of our mortal essence. Dwelling fails to steer firmly toward death, which remains 
unapprehensible; and dwelling becomes drifting. Westermann’s repeated use of 
the “death ship” motif is in keeping with this condition of wandering adrift. These 
vessels—which Westermann depicted in his sculptures up to twenty times, as well 
as countless more in his works on paper—are “death” ships by virtue of a simile: 
they cannot set a heading to anywhere, just as dwelling is thwarted in its navigation 
toward death, resulting in mere erring. 

These sailboats, merchant vessels, and warships hold no bearing because 
they invariably have problems that herald a deadly fate. In some cases, such as Death 
Ship of No Port (1957; p. 19), the ships are deprived of any possible mooring. Others, 
like Abandoned & Listing Death Ship (1969), are derelicts that were abandoned in the 
expectation that they would sink. Often counting with their own boxes, some have 
been doomed to hide inside, as if inside their coffins.40 The title of Walnut Death Ship 
in a Chestnut Box (1974), for example, commands that the small ship should remain 
in its box. 

H. C. Westermann’s experiences aboard the USS Enterprise furnished 
the image of the “death ships.” In fact, many years later, in 1966, Westermann 
still remembered his wartime encounters with “death ships” that had suffered 
mutinies, bombings, or other misfortunes.41 Several literary sources are present 
in Westermann’s vessels, too, like B. Traven’s novel Das Totenschiff (The Death Ship, 
1926), with its use of the absurd. Traven recounts the fortunes of a merchant seaman 
who has lost his identity documents and, as a consequence, also the protection 
from any nationality. His residence being illegal wherever he goes, he ends up 
boarding the “death ship” Yorikke.

The Yorikke’s crew of outcasts is trapped, forced into inhumane work for 
sheer subsistence. The sailors merely survive, toiling without work; they do not 
dwell. Dead while still alive, the space of their lives dwindles to the point that 
even their authentic death is no longer possible. The sense of “going home” as 
death—and every other possible meaning of the phrase, no matter how universal—
is alien to them. They have been uprooted, and, as the novel says, “a bum cannot 
be homesick.”42 The sailors have been divested of the project to dwell, to go home: 
that is why the Yorikke has no port, it never goes home, and the passage of its time 
is always an aimless roaming.

Westermann understood the connection between the roaming to dying 
and the home, as in Yellow House & Death Ship (1972; pp. 142–143 and 204). This 
piece synthesizes the sterile work and vain labor of drifting, and the dwelling and 
dying that already converged in the phrase “I’m goin’ home.” Initially, the wooden 
sculpture Yellow House & Death Ship looks like a small house-box, with a roof that 
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can be opened. On actually opening it, we find a death ship tied to the interior. In 
the very heart of the house, there is a drifting: a malfunctioning dwelling, a “going 
home” that never succeeds but simply moves nearer a moment of death. 

Even so, the tenor of the work is undefined, and could in fact reverse the tragic 
tone of the artist’s other “death ships.” Yellow House & Death Ship could be understood 
as a house that, at long last, keeps the ship moored and harbored at port. According 
to this interpretation, by repeatedly carving his ships Westermann did not resign 
himself to stop working and building. Rather, he was setting his sights on finally 
reaching the promised home. It is a resolute response to Heidegger’s exhortation to 
dwell, which resonates with one of D. H. Lawrence’s Last Poems, called “The Ship of 
Death.”43

In the poem, Lawrence senses death approaching and starts making 
preparations for when the time comes. He uses the metaphor of building a ship 
of death as a personal duty, but at the same time he questions that it be possible to 
procure one’s own death. In the seventh stanza, certain of the futility of endeavoring 
to die, and sure of the stubborn intransitivity of the action of dying, the poet insists 
on the obligation to build the ship that guards the transit: 

We are dying, we are dying, so all we can do
is now to be willing to die, and to build the ship
of death to carry the soul on the longest journey.

This ship is to be lost in the dark oblivion of death. But, unexpectedly, at the end of 
the poem, a rosy dawn will come for it:

And the little ship wings home, faltering and lapsing
on the pink flood,
and the frail soul steps out into the house again
filling the heart with peace.

In the house’s sheltering of the ship, death is perfected, and the desire for a home is 
fulfilled. Yellow House & Death Ship, too, and H. C. Westermann’s death ships attest 
to his decision to march and die: to keep going home in the uncertainty of death, 
but with hope intact.

In death, the homecoming is realized. The joyous, the serene, the open: 
proximity to the source.

43. D. H. Lawrence, “The Ship 
of Death,” in The Complete 
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I would like to thank Manuel Cámara for having introduced to me the texts by Martin Heidegger for 
this essay, which help in understanding that dwelling and working go hand in hand. Thanks are also 
due to José Hernando for noticing that the travel crate for Im Goin’ Home on the Midnight Train could 
be seen as Westermann’s trunk; to Pentimenti Productions for generously sharing their unpublished 
interview with Dennis Adrian; and to Richard Born and Martha W. Renner for providing the transcript 
of Adrian’s 1978 lecture.

After this life here, should it be a terrifying clamour
of trumpets and bugles that would awake us one day?
Forgive me, God, but I console myself
that the beginning and the resurrection of all of us, the
deceased ones,
will simply be announced by a rooster’s crow…

We then stay lying down for a while…
The first person who gets up
will be mother... We’ll hear her
quietly kindling the fire,
quietly putting the kettle on the stove
and placidly taking out the coffee-grinder from the
cupboard.
We’ll be home again.

Vladimír Holan, “Resurrection”44

44. Vladimír Holan, Dolour: 
Verses from Years 1949–1955, 
trans. Josef Tomáš (Bury St 
Edmunds, UK: Arima Publishing, 
2010), 132. 
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Letter to Martha W. and Mike Renner, February 16, 1963
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Bullseye, 1963
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Letter to Allan Frumkin, ca. 1963
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Letter to Allan Frumkin, 1965
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Shark Board, 1965
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Untitled, 1965
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Death Ship Runover by a ’66 Lincoln Continental, 1966
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He’s Lost Interest in Us (letter to Dennis Adrian), 1966
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Korea, 1965
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Suicide Tower, 1965
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Clean Air, 1964
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Tension, 1967
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March or Die, 1966
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H. C. WESTERMANN: 
FAMILIAR FEARS 

 
—Diedrich Diederichsen—

The Plunge

There is a series of plunges in H. C. Westermann’s work. The German curator 
Kasper König, who knew him well and, like many of his friends, called Horace 
Clifford Westermann by his middle name, Cliff, wrote a reminiscence of the artist 
in 2015 entitled “Cliff hanger”—someone who stands at the brink of the abyss 
and threatens to fall but calls for a next episode. The “falling man” is a subject 
that frequently appears in Westermann’s watercolors and drawings. Figures stand 
at the edge of a chasm or are already falling. On other sheets, we see airplanes 
approaching unsafe airports. Alongside the erratically shaped runways, the wrecks 
of previous airplanes suggest that nothing good is in store.

It has often been recounted that, as a marine in World War II, Westermann 
was forced to watch as a Japanese kamikaze airplane plunged toward the warship 
on which he was serving. A consistent feature of this biographical anecdote is 
the observation that he was traumatized by the experience. This is of course a 
formulation of the present day. Trauma hadn’t yet entered our everyday language 
at the time that Westermann may have endured it. Nevertheless, soon after the 
war there was a need to find out how those who had fought in it and now had 
to be reintegrated were faring. The famous and much-discussed movie The Best 
Years of Our Lives, which William Wyler completed just a year after the war ended, 
does not yet anticipate the Cold War and its associated constellations and what 
they mean for postwar America and the interpretation of WWII. It still describes 
in a relatively nonideological manner the enormous gulf separating military and 
civilian life, as illustrated by the fate of three ex-soldiers.
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1. Theodor W. Adorno, “Chaplin 
Times Two,” trans. John 
Kenneth MacKay, Yale Journal of 
Criticism 9, no. 1 (1996): 60–61.

Two of them are played by stars (Frederic March and Dana Andrews), while 
the third, a soldier who lost both hands in the war, is played by the amateur actor 
Harold Russell, who really had lost both of his hands. Theodor W. Adorno recalls this 
traumatized former soldier: “Together with many others we were invited to a villa in 
Malibu, on the coast outside of Los Angeles. While Chaplin stood next to me, one of 
the guests was taking his leave early. Unlike Chaplin, I extended my hand to him a 
bit absent-mindedly, and, almost instantly, started violently back. The man was one of 
the lead actors from The Best Years of Our Lives, a film famous shortly after the war; he 
lost a hand during the war, and in its place bore practicable claws made of iron. When 
I shook his right hand and felt it return the pressure, I was extremely startled, but 
sensed immediately that I could not reveal my shock to the injured man at any price. 
In a split second I transformed my frightened expression into an obliging grimace that 
must have been far ghastlier. The actor had hardly moved away when Chaplin was 
already playing the scene back. All the laughter he brings about is so near to cruelty.”1 

The nameless actor—who nevertheless won an Oscar that year—extends to 
the theorist a claw that is made of iron but nonetheless practicable, a hand that is 
nonhuman but functions uncannily well. The theorist in turn recoils and freezes in a 
terrible grimace. This is how we have to imagine the experience of coming back from 
the war. The wounded and the damaged are also survivors; and that endows them 
with energies. They are virtuosos in dealing with their injuries, but then someone 
recoils and it is horrible and funny at once. Think, for example, of the figure of the 
disturbed but highly talented sex maniac and alcoholic Freddie Quell in Paul Thomas 
Anderson’s The Master: a traumatized, hyperactive war veteran who then becomes the 
vehicle for a Scientology-like cult. We may assume that H. C. Westermann escaped the 
horror of two active tours of duty without suffering any grave primary psychological 
damage, but he too developed conspicuous energies and talents. He worked as a part-
time acrobat, and a photograph of him from the period reveals a very muscular upper 
body, which at that time was not yet something an urban petit bourgeoisie acquired 
at the gym. Anyone who looked like that probably was, or wanted to be, a showman 
or sailor or other fringe male figure. Westermann, at any rate, looks proud—proud of 
his muscles. He has been able to repair his body. And he too produced a few metal 
objects that, in a weird way, are both practicable and impracticable; an example is his 
Homage to American Art (1966), which he dedicated to Elie Nadelman.

Contexts

Westermann’s first exhibitions took place in the same period when rock and roll 
was invented—the second half of the 1950s. But these were also the years when, 
through the literary works of Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and others, a certain 
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type of postwar American experience became a cultural and social reality, that of 
the Beat Generation and its rebellion in Cold War America, which was interpreted 
as a foreign element. However, it was a foreign element that always went along with 
great enthusiasm for the country, especially its landscape. “It is Jack Kerouac’s minus 
Kerouac’s ‘O Wow’ epiphanies and leavened by a wild sense of humor akin to that of 
another Beat icon, Lord Buckley,”2 writes Robert Storr about Westermann in relation 
to the Beats. But the Beat Generation is unthinkable without the new mass media and 
their reinvention of cultural communication. Never before had newspaper cartoons 
and dime novels given so much attention to a movement focused on five or six poets 
on the avant-garde literary fringe. And yet it was only these new institutions and 
popularity machines that were able to combine this handful of texts, which were 
essentially inaccessible to mass audiences, with a hedonistic youth culture that also 
seemed to be breaking through racial segregation into a topic that was sensational 
but coherent. Here, Westermann grew into a world in which he both had and sought 
to process unique and disturbing experiences and in which he also witnessed how a 
kind of “decal” of those experiences was already circulating in mass culture. The blend 
of sarcastic humor and an earnestness far removed from irony that distinguishes his 
work of the 1960s may have something to do with this.

The disappointed turn away from an America that had become superficial and 
resistant to experience and the turn toward its deep material and geological realities—
its size, its nature, its sublime settings—was something else that Westermann shared 
with the Beats. The dialectic between an inability or declared unwillingness to accept 
the new clean-cut and affluent suburban normalcy of high Fordism and the Cold War, 
on the one hand, and, on the other, an enthusiastic escape into wide landscapes and 
the informal lifestyles of hobos and other unintegrated people generated a wealth of 
interpretations, not just in the voyeuristic mass media but also among the Beats them-
selves. On many occasions, Westermann, who came back from the war, especially af-
ter his second tour of duty in Korea, as a pacifist and opponent of war and decided to 
become an artist, showed himself to be a staunchly committed American, “an Ameri-
can artist [who] don’t give one God damn about the international scene.”3 One of his 
best known sculptures is a bitter denunciation of the new god of war that was domi-
nating the country (pp. 62–63); one of his best known series of lithographs demands 
that the viewer See America First (pp. 136–139). Before condemning it, one could add.

In the early years of his career, both exhibitions and reviews interpreted 
Westermann as one of the (American) New Realists and then as connected with Pop Art, 
although in a narrower social sense he never belonged to any group that would have 
made either of these classifications seem natural. What did his works have in common 
with either of the two? It may be useful here to introduce a few basic distinctions that 
were not apparent at all in the literature or curatorial decisions of the time and were 
later erased by art history and its periodizing templates. There is no doubt that New 
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Realists of all kinds, from American assemblagists like Robert Rauschenberg to French 
Nouveaux Réalistes like Martial Raysse, did have one thing in common with artists 
like Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, or James Rosenquist, who are now regarded as 
the real Pop artists. Both groups not only focused on concrete, real-world phenomena 
(against the dominance of Abstract Expressionism and its high modernist legitimating 
discourses). They did so in a way that directly incorporated found objects and that was 
oriented toward the methods of Dada and readymade or could easily be confused with 
them, which is why at the time they were given the label “neo-Dadaism” and later “neo-
avant-garde” (Peter Bürger and, following him, Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, whose views 
have been especially influential).

The arranging and assembling, painting and constellation of found objects 
operates with a profanity of the world and of “hard” reality that, in contrast to Dada, tries 
its hand much more “constructively” at old and new genres of sculpture and painting. 
In its gesture, however, it always treats the found object as a foreign body. It establishes 
the artistic act in relation to that object either as one of domestication or as its opposite, 
the shocking and alienating of the public. But it always sees itself as mastering a new 
kind of alien and recalcitrant material, a new profane reality that, when imported into 
the gallery, says either: You philistines would prefer to ignore this reality, but we’re 
confronting you with it! Or: Through art and the mastery of aesthetic practices, we 
can extract autonomous objects from this repulsive and profane, at best funny and 
curious material. Art’s transformative power seems stronger the more worldly the now 
sublimated object still recognizably once was but no longer is. New rules of assemblage 
and reorganization thus contribute to transforming either the object or the art space, 
which is opened up. In each case, the decisive operation of these “neo-Dadaist” realisms 
is the differentiation of the high-art zone into an old realm of painting concerned with 
immanence and expression and a new inferior zone opened up to the low external 
world that nevertheless still belongs to high art.

The other Pop Art, by contrast, which may be seen as including Warhol and 
Lichtenstein at its core but also to a certain extent their precursors in London (Richard 
Hamilton, Eduardo Paolozzi, the Independent Group) and kindred spirits in other 
parts of the world (Rogério Duarte and his manifesto of an industrial art on the eve of 
Tropicalismo in Brazil), does not have an alien relationship to its objects based on shock, 
integration, or transformation. Neither product design for Warhol nor comic books for 
Lichtenstein—in both cases usually versions that were beginning to show their age—
were foreign objets trouvés from an alien world to be constellated and collaged but 
artistic languages gaining their autonomy at the upper edge of low, commercial art. Like 
pop music, which since the 1950s had differentiated the world of popular culture into 
a high zone (technologically and socially sophisticated pop music with a strong visual 
element, an emphasis on the recording of specific bodies, voices, and effects rather than 
conventional musical content, and a connection with subcultures) and a low one (older 
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popular music focused on tunes and melodies rather than recordings and independent 
of particular recording artists and their voices), Warhol, in much of his work, does 
not attempt to displace applied art and the commercial fields. Rather, he works with 
them and in their spirit, in a Factory, and hence in a mimetic relationship to the culture 
industry and a desire for its products that he shares more with the underground ( Jack 
Smith, Barbara Rubin, Ronald Tavel) than with the realists; in doing so, however, 
he is working toward an autonomization of applied art and a subversion of cultural 
consumption. Thus, in a kind of re-entry, New Realists (in the broader sense) and Pop 
artists (in the narrower sense described here) reapplied the high-low distinction to 
a portion of what had thus been differentiated: New Realists and assemblage as low 
within the high, Warhol and company (and pop music) as high within the low. Both 
once again became neighbors at the great old border established, in a class society, by 
the hierarchy of a class-specific taste that was now disintegrating, not least as a result of 
these maneuvers. But they took different routes to get there.

In the midst of this strategic panorama, however, H. C. Westermann makes a 
third decision and orients his work around other parameters. He does not work on an 
emerging autonomization and psychedelicizing of what was formerly the applied and 
functional designed portion of the world. Nor, however, does he seek to confront the 
crude, harsh, and rugged reality of the nonartistic world with art in an effort to cause 
the two conflicting ontologies to collide. Rather, he attempts to contain them using the 
theatrical means of craft and skill. He looks for a path he can travel alone if necessary, 
without being dependent on a movement. But his humor is marked and beset by the 
presence and urgency, in America, of a hysterical, humorous, and usually popular 
interpretation of the world around him, an interpretation that cannot be avoided and 
that tends to merge with what it interprets: the fear and despair of a world out of joint, a 
world of plunges, collapses, and surprising attacks from all sides. From this perspective, 
maneuvers between high and low or a cultural politics of the popular image are not 
possibilities available to him. He leaves Pop Art and New Realism by side exits.

The Steppenwolf ’s Craft

In all the pictures and descriptions we have of him, Westermann appears as a friendly, 
gruff, and good-humored fellow, a very manly man but with a certain ambiguity about 
him. He also seems to value solitude and his distance from the cultural centers. He had 
an epiphany on reading the German author Hermann Hesse’s book Der Steppenwolf 
(Steppenwolf), which is familiar to most people over fifty thanks to the rock band of the 
same name, which gave pop mythology and the advertising industry the song “Born to 
Be Wild.” But the band Steppenwolf also made a paradigmatic album called Monster 
(1969), whose three-part title suite summarizes the anarchist and individualist hippie 
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culture’s view of the history of the United States. Despite a few blemishes, which are 
acknowledged—the genocide of the indigenous population, witch hunts, slavery—
it sees “America,” the project of the settlers and colonists, as a good and wholesome 
project that has only recently been destroyed by corrupt bureaucrats and warmongers: 
to get rid of this current regime, it is worth mobilizing America against America.

Harry Haller, the protagonist of Hesse’s novel, which is marked by a disenchant-
ment with civilization that strongly invites the reader to identify with it, is driven on 
the one hand to acts of herostratic violence (shooting at cars) by a series of fantastic 
experiences with cathartic effects (often compared to drug experiences by the hippie 
generation), and on the other ultimately purified by quasi-religious aesthetic experi-
ences (Mozart). H. C. Westermann was also deeply shaken by war and violence, and in 
a certain sense one can see from his works that he too was saved by the experience of 
artistic production and a sublime aesthetic experience of the landscape.

Westermann uses all kinds of found objects as well, but he is above all an artisan, 
an artisanal perfectionist. Not only are his objects largely smooth and seamless—they 
do not display the points where they are joined and collaged as breaks but rather as 
stable, successful connections. More than that, they do not freeze the objects they 
borrow from everyday life in their tautology, which only stops being a tautology when 
they are transplanted to the art world as readymades: these objects are meant to gain 
their autonomy before they enter the gallery door. It is not a radiant autonomy, however, 
not art’s great exception, the privilege of being reflected in the sheltered precincts of the 
white cube and the special ontology to which it lays claim, it is an uncanny one. For it 
draws on one of the traditions of classical sculpture: the human body. The meticulously 
crafted wooden sculptures of the late 1950s and early 1960s—from Memorial to the Idea 
of Man If He Was an Idea (1958; pp. 22 and 31), Swingin’ Red King (1961; pp. 67 and 
69), and The Silver Queen (1960; pp. 66 and 68) to The Evil New War God (S.O.B.) (1958;  
pp. 62–63)—do not so much seem to return to the human body as to go beyond abstraction 
in assemblage and sculpture toward an irrational, seemingly magic approach to the body.

This is partly because the artisanal precision and perfection of these forms 
contributes to the impression that they are unified wholes, which is usually not the case. 
Of course, the feeling that Westermann’s works are based on found objects persists, but 
it is almost uncannily contradicted by the feeling of wholeness, the peculiar impression 
that he actually came up with these manufacturing processes and materials himself. 
The idea that the surfaces, colors, and forms are invented seems too crazy—and yet at 
the same time it helps reinforce the impression that these figures have a role in rituals 
of some kind, that they belong to an art form that has its autonomous (non-)function 
not in the gallery, like the readymade, but in a magic or religious culture.

This proximity to the stylistic idiom of outsider art becomes especially clear in a cat-
alogue where Westermann’s work is actually presented alongside that of dedicated outsider 
artists and idolizers of the total artwork like Simon Rodia, the creator of the Watts Towers.4 
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James Monte may be going too far when he claims that Westermann’s sculptures 
have nothing in common with any high-art sculptural tradition whatsoever but 
do have commonalities with every practice of figural representation developed by 
humanity outside Western high art.5 Westermann’s figures flirt with possible magic 
functions because they are so jointless and seamless; they have the brilliance and 
aura we ascribe to the totally Other, to the alien; but—and this gives the effect 
another turn of the screw—they also have a sarcastic humor. Humor is a natural 
enemy of magic: the faces, absurd outwittings of or capitulations to gravity, and 
the surfaces made even stranger by incorporation and annexation add up to objects 
that don’t really admit any reading, even that of an all-calculating intellectual clev-
erness. The various artists to whom Westermann has always been compared, like 
Joseph Cornell, or who have acknowledged his influence, like Claes Oldenburg or 
certain later artists—a few German artists of the 1980s spring to mind, like Georg 
Herold or Reinhard Mucha, and Martin Kippenberger to some extent as well—all 
have in common that they refuse to rest content with any artistic reading of the 
thing: nor is it sufficient to liberate or idolize it; one must be able to turn away from 
it again just as lightly and nonchalantly.

Sublimation and Desublimation

In 2002, when the Dutch collector and curator Christiaan Braun put together an 
exhibition entitled Eye Infection, he brought together works by various loner US 
artists who worked in the 1950s and 1960s in the broader context of countercultural 
attributions: the painters Peter Saul and Jim Nutt, the underground comic artist and 
author Robert Crumb—and H. C. Westermann. Mike Kelley was included as well, as 
a present-day counterpart and as someone deeply familiar with this kind of work. 
Kelley constructs common ground among these four artists: they all belong to the 
tradition of the modernist avant-garde in their sarcastic and destructive approach to 
the human body, but unlike Pablo Picasso or Willem de Kooning, in their works the 
human body’s destruction is not “generally ascribed to formal exploration” but to 
“cruel intent.”6 However, Kelley himself then describes their interest in black humor 
and parody in connection with the human body as a “formal interest” that seeks to 
deconstruct the ahistoricity of Abstract Expressionism or repudiate the self-righteous 
stance of so-called political art.

It might be objected, however, that while this diagnosis may apply to the two 
painters, Jim Nutt and Peter Saul, in the case of sculpture in the postwar period and in 
modernism the situation is somewhat different. In postwar sculpture, it is not as clear 
that the breaking up of the body and the dissolving of its boundaries are the result of 
an “ahistorical” formal practice. The phenomenon is similar, but it calls for a different 
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assessment, not least because of the strong significance of sculpture as an art form that 
has always been associated with public space and with the politics of commemoration 
and official gestures. If Peter Saul sarcastically and subversively undermines the human 
body and calls it into question by combining modernist and surrealist depictions with 
mundane or highly concrete, semantically unambiguous bodies, this direct semantics is 
always already at least potentially in play in the case of sculpture. The destruction and 
deformation of the body by war and violence, by the Shoah and the atom bomb, is at 
least an implicit constant of the 1950s. Moreover, it is an open question to what extent 
the “silence” of abstraction was not ahistorical and general at all but the consequence of 
a concrete, self-imposed prohibition on images after the Holocaust.

And indeed, what Westermann is after in his sculptures is not so much a 
dissolving or surpassing of the human body as something like the comical antithesis 
of that central twentieth-century gesture: the body’s comical comeback, the return of 
the human figure, much the worse for wear but still walking upright. That said, this is 
not as appealing or conciliatory a return as the word “comical” might suggest. At best, 
these figures are “funny” in the sense that they humorously attest to the futility of the 
opposite project. Beyond this, however, the stable “physical fitness” of these artfully 
glued-together homunculi seems to point to a core of the human body that has been 
nonhuman from the beginning, and that can also be seen in the standardized- and 
mass-produced-looking bodies of many underground artists—especially the distorted 
Mickey Mouse figures, which are also present in Westermann’s work, but also Robert 
Crumb’s robots and machine-like mass men. But again and again, Westermann’s punch 
line is that these semi-artificial or deindividualized human bodies are shown wearing 
broad grins or a child’s face. This highlights the fact that facial expressions, the most 
reliable grammar of all humanists, can be particularly deceptive. This punch line helps 
us to recognize that, in the age of indexical media (photographs, movies, recordings), 
everything is determined by the logic of direct causation (for a portrait, put me in 
front of a camera—no one needs to paint me), which already defined the mechanical 
worldview of industrialism, and which, in the age of the photograph- and recording-
based mass media, reaches culture. This is why Westermann’s sculptures look like gods 
and are sometimes even titled accordingly. With the media of the twentieth century, 
the causal principle of magic made its comeback. Artists who work mimetically and 
iconically have no choice but to represent that principle’s demons and gods.
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Death Ship of No Port (Red Deathship), 1967
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Title/Colophon page and 
Lithographs #1, #2, #11, 
#12, and #7 of the series 
See America First, 1968
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Lithographs #17, #8, #13,
#16, and #14 of the series  
See America First, 1968
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Cliff, 1970
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Untitled (“Sardine Box”), 1973
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Untitled (“Walnut Death Ship in a Chestnut Box”), 1974
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Untitled (dust pan and shotgun), 1976
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WESTERMANN 
AS DRAWN 

 
—Ana Merino—

1. Bill Barrette, ed., Letters 
from H. C. Westermann, with a 
biographical sketch by Joanna 
Beall Westermann (New York: 
Timken Publishers, 1988).

Letter writing was the first gestural, intuitive space of artistic and human discourse 
in Horace Clifford (Cliff ) Westermann’s creative universe. His letters expressed 
his ideas, feelings, angst, and yearnings through a highly personal calligraphy 
peppered with drawings and complex, colorful illustrations. The sheets of paper and 
envelopes of his personal correspondence became the narrative, graphic frame of 
his creative life, comprising an original, multifaceted self-portrait that also provides 
important keys to the complex contradictions of American society at the time. For 
curators and art historians, these letters are a simple complement to Westermann’s 
great artistic vocation as a sculptor. But for scholars of comics, his letter-drawings 
reflect a graphic-narrative impulse that anticipates the autobiographical approach 
of underground comics.

Writing letters that included drawings of his memories, obsessions, and stories 
featuring all kinds of characters became a regular routine with which Westermann 
usually began his day. This urge to correspond reached a diverse group of recipients 
including his sister Martha, his close friend the historian and curator Dennis Adrian, 
his second wife Joanna, and various gallery owners, friends, and colleagues. In 1988, 
Bill Barrette edited a delightful book featuring a selection of some of Westermann’s 
most fascinating letters.1 That compilation was just a small sample of his vast, original 
correspondence: letters written from the heart, idiosyncratic, ephemeral pieces in 
which he sought to transmit his particular way of looking at things, addressed to 
people he was fond of. According to his wife Joanna, they sometimes served as an 
outlet during the complex process of creating his work as a sculptor. 

Westermann grew up in America in the 1920s and 1930s, a period of buoyant 
prosperity in the United States that was cut short by the crash of 1929 and the Great 
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Depression. There was a comic strip section in the newspapers of the time, featuring series 
such as Krazy Kat by George Herriman, which ran continuously from 1913 to 1944. 
It was also the age of Mickey Mouse, a cartoon character that marked Westermann’s 
childhood. In the introduction to his book, Bill Barrette writes that Westermann’s 
talent stood out from an early age, and recounts his sister’s memories of eight-year-
old Cliff having the gumption to send his drawings to Disney Studios. Apparently, 
Disney seriously considered hiring the boy who had sent those samples of his work, 
until they found out his true age. This anecdote shows us young Cliff Westermann 
in 1930, fascinated by the Walt Disney aesthetic and the studio’s famous mouse. 
This anthropomorphic character, created in 1928 by Walt Disney and his longtime 
collaborator Ub Iwerks, became known to the public through several animated short 
films that became a big hit in America and captured the popular imagination. Disney 
made three shorts in 1928, although it was the third, Steamboat Willie, that became an 
unprecedented success and cemented the image of Mickey Mouse.

Other chronologies, such as one by David King, date the anecdote of young 
Cliff sending drawings to the Disney Studios to his adolescence, at the age of six-
teen. This version specifies that they were drawings of Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs, which would fix the year of the story as 1938, given that this film—Walt 
Disney’s first feature—premiered in December 1937. In other words, at various 
points during his life, the possibility of forming part of the Disney universe influ-
enced Westermann’s early drawings and encouraged his artistic leanings.

Cartoons became the seeds of an aesthetic imagination that marked the 
twentieth century and made a lasting impression on young Westermann and his 
approach to fantasy and the representation of emotions. The storylines of the first 
cartoons by Disney and Iwerks reflect an aesthetic experimentalism by which they 
sought to forge their own personal, distinctive style, although to some extent they 
were following the scripts and action of the silent films of Buster Keaton—whose 
golden age was in the 1920s—and England’s Charlie Chaplin, who also made some 
of his key films in that decade, including The Gold Rush, in 1925, and The Circus, in 
1928. Westermann’s personal archive includes a charming photograph of him aged 
nine, dressed up as a cowboy complete with hat, lasso, bandana, and a toy gun in 
his hand. Westermann grew up in an era when masculine identity was constructed 
through the classic stereotypes of a patriarchal society, although they were also 
steeped in the expressive traits of characters from movies, cartoons, and comics. 
Mass consumer culture appropriated the new narratives and projected alternative 
models of masculinity that gave rise to iconographic variations in expressive 
contemporary art trends. In defiance of a strict, rigid society, it was Chaplin, 
Keaton, and Harold Lloyd with their acrobatics who shaped a dynamic, playful 
attitude attempting to relax the masculine code. But even so, social circumstances 
and the militarized political situation defined what was expected of young men 
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at the time. In Westermann’s case, this led to a complex major detour in his life 
and artistic vocation. He never did end up working at Walt Disney Studios, and he 
became known principally as a sculptor. He expressed himself as a cartoonist in his 
private creations, drawing the traumatic experiences of a soldier horrified by war 
and oppressed by the codes of a masculinity that required him to appear strong. 

Westermann’s mother was a formidable presence throughout his childhood, 
and played a key role in his development. Her name was Florita Bloom and, as 
Joanna Beall Westermann (the artist’s third wife) recounts, she was a very talented 
woman with a dominant personality who dreamed of traveling to exotic places in 
South America. Meanwhile, his father, after whom he was named, was more of an 
introvert. Described as a very reserved, hard-working, honest man, he lost his job 
as an accountant in a hotel during the Great Depression. He was later hired by a 
large accounting firm that required him to travel to different hotels and be away 
from the family home for weeks at a time. Cliff was a sickly child, and his mother 
made him carry out a constant exercise routine combining strength, skill, and 
balance. She took it upon herself to personally design and build a peculiar piece of 
equipment for him in the backyard consisting of retaining cables, climbing ropes, 
and a trapeze. As well as helping him to gain strength through the exercise routine 
that he would follow throughout his life, it was an inspiring model of handmade 
creativity. Florita Bloom also wanted her son to become a Navy officer, and she 
pushed him to enroll in a military school to study for the US Naval Academy 
entrance exams. He attended the cadet academy for six months but dropped out in 
December 1941, when his mother was diagnosed with tuberculosis and admitted to 
a sanatorium. She died six months later.

Westermann found it impossible to withstand the family pressure and the 
reigning political tension when the United States plunged into World War II. His 
existential angst, his nonconformism, and an adventurous urge to forge ahead led 
him to abandon his mother’s plans before the final entrance exams. In January 
1942, he traveled to northern California to seek his fortune. Westermann wanted 
to be independent and balked at the idea of becoming a soldier, giving his life for 
the country, and abiding by rules established by the patriarchal society.

This was the start of Westermann’s first journey and of his fascinating 
relationship with wood, given that he worked as a railroad laborer and logger, aligning 
and repairing tracks, and living at various logging camps and sawmills. During this 
tense time of early maturity, cut off and far away from his family, he did not learn 
of his mother’s death. It was a period of isolation, when he discovered many of the 
human types who led him to ponder alienation and loneliness. He also came to know 
rural America and the squalor of the young laborers, a reality captured so well by the 
photographers Carl Mydans, Ben Shahn, and Arthur Rothstein in the 1930s. In July 
1942, Westermann abandoned his odyssey through forests and sawmills and enlisted 
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in the Marine Corps in Seattle. He re-established ties with his family and tried to 
reconcile with the wishes of his now-dead mother, after feeling intense guilt for not 
having been by her side in the last months of her life.

Westermann’s solitary world vanished in the pressing political situation and 
he was swept up in the patriotic energy and military spirit that pervaded American 
society at the time. The attack on Pearl Harbor by Japanese bombers on December 
7, 1941, had changed the country’s perception of the war and influenced its decision 
to enter the war on the Allied side. Young Westermann was sent to the naval station 
in Bremerton, Washington. He found himself in the midst of war and he witnessed 
the impact of the Pearl Harbor strike on the battleship USS West Virginia, where 
he was assigned cleanup duty. In Bremerton, he became fascinated by the USS 
Enterprise aircraft carrier, which was docked there for repairs after the Battle of the 
Coral Sea (May 4–8, 1942) and the Battle of Midway ( June 4–7, 1942) in the Pacific. 
The vast size of the ship, the technological power it embodied, and all the human 
energy emanating from the young marines motivated Westermann to volunteer to 
join the antiaircraft crew on the ship. His artistic talent was eclipsed by the jumble 
of military spirit that consumed the young volunteers who idealized the war.

The military adventure soon lost the exuberant sheen that embraced those 
young men who dreamed of being heroes. The full horror of the war was brought 
home and it became a real nightmare. Westermann did not know whether he would 
return alive. It was during this time on the Enterprise, which continued until 1946, 
that he began the curious trail of his correspondence and developed the gesture of 
drawing as the personal expression that would accompany his writing from that 
time forth. On the Enterprise, Westermann formulated the graphic aspect that he 
needed in order to project himself in his texts, which became an essential part 
of his work. The letters helped him convey his existential angst, his worries, and 
his yearnings. They had a therapeutic effect, being somewhat like a return to his 
eager childhood of drawings and games. He ceased to be invisible, and began to 
materialize his existence through drawings. This was also when he forged the 
iconography of the horror he had experienced as a surviving witness, which he then 
constantly invoked. From then on, his creative imagination needed to repeatedly 
reproduce the drawn images of sinking battleships. Westermann witnessed the 
death of hundreds of sailors as a result of the kamikaze attacks by suicide pilots 
in the Japanese Special Attacks Unit, which crashed into naval vessels intending to 
cause as much damage as possible. He was horrified by the attacks, and he pictured 
the symbolism of the death of his fellow sailors as a sinister amassment of rotting 
bodies, as the “smell of death” he describes in some of his letters.

This evocation of scenes of horror and war unconsciously gave rise to a series 
of drawings of “death ships” that glide through his letters in the decades that followed. 
In an early drawing dating from 1945, Sudden Air Attack—U.S.S. Enterprise (p. 15),  
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we can see how Westermann captured the aircraft carrier’s moment of vulnerability 
and the sailors’ desperate attempts to ward off the attack by the kamikaze airplane 
plunging toward them. The motion lines suggest continuous movement, from the 
wings of the airplanes to the shells fired by the antiaircraft guns.

For scholars of comics who look for sequential and narrative signs, 
Westermann’s letter to his friend the critic and curator Dennis Adrian (p. 152), dated 
October 29, 1966, is the best illustration of his narrative potential as a cartoonist. 
In a stand-alone page, Westermann depicts the sequence of the destruction of the 
USS Franklin aircraft carrier in three numbered scenes combining drawing and 
text. There are no actual frames drawn, but the images in each scene perfectly 
describe the plot. In this case, Westermann used pen-and-ink drawing as well as 
watercolor on paper. Leaving no doubt as to its abject subject matter, the uppercase 
letters that spell out the title of the sequence—“DEATH SHIP”—are decorated with 
a skull in the first “D” and the head of a vulture in the “S.” Scene number one 
shows the aircraft carrier with all the planes on deck. Motion lines indicate the 
movement of the ship and of the approaching plane, which he labels with an arrow 
as “Judy”—the nickname by which the sailors referred to the Japanese Yokosuka 
D4Y dive bomber planes. The antenna on the USS Franklin is transmitting signals 
to another boat in the distance, which appears to be receiving the messages. The 
battleships travel in convoy, relatively close to each other, so the soldiers on deck 
can see what is happening.

Scene number two shows the explosion, with plumes of smoke and stick 
figures f lying through the air, representing the victims who died in the attack. 
The planes on deck are blown into the air along with the bodies. Westermann 
adds the words “IT’S THERE!!” in uppercase, as if drawing attention to the 
possible thoughts that could be voiced by those witnessing the horror from 
the other ship. The last scene, labeled number three, shows a vulture emerging 
from some clouds on the left, looking at the ghost ship, now a cemetery. It is no 
longer the USS Franklin; now the words “GOD DAMNIT” are written on the front 
hull. In the sky to the right, the clouds have taken on the shape of an enormous 
skull, and fins in the sea indicate two sharks circling nearby. And as if it were 
a speech bubble, in the oil slick from the engine forming on the surface of the 
sea Westermann mentions the terrible “SMELL OF DEATH,” again emphasizing 
the words in uppercase. It is impossible to portray the smell in a drawing and 
he curses bitterly whenever he remembers that it was the smell of 2,300 men, 
now corpses: “To this I’d like to add the horrible SMELL of DEATH but that’s 
impossible dammit! Of 2300 Men.”

These “death ships” made the jump from the letter-drawings full of narrative 
tension to brightly colored lithographic prints. For example, the 1967 work Death 
Ship of No Port (Red Deathship) (p. 131), which uses red and yellow to portray the 
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constant evocation of the traumatic experience of war. The sea dyed red embodies 
this visceral vision of the dismemberment of human beings. The yellow conveys 
the intense luminosity of those days in the Pacific.

In 1946, after two and a half years at sea, Westermann returned from the 
war as a private. He had been arrested and stripped of his previous rank, charged 
with drunkenness, fighting, and abandoning his guard post. His less than ex-
emplary return illustrates the impact of the war and suggests that drinking may 
have served as an escape valve in extreme situations. His exercise routine was 
his saving grace. While practicing his acrobatic gymnastics in Long Beach, he 
met Wayne Uttley, another young man similarly predisposed to athletic training. 
Excited by the potential of their physical skills, they created a circus act based 
on hand balance and strength and took it on a tour of Asian countries organized 
by the United Service Organizations (USO), which provides entertainment to 
American troops. A notable letter-drawing from this period, dating from 1946, 
shows him playing the violin while balancing upside down on the head of his 
partner, who in turn is playing the piano. This amazing physical fitness, which 
highlights his incredible f lexibility, is reminiscent of characters from silent mov-
ies, comic books, and cartoons. The world of entertainment is also inf luenced by 
the circus, and it forged new characters in his imagination, helping him to deal 
with the collective traumas. At different times, Westermann drew himself as a 
tightrope-walking acrobat with birds tattooed on his chest and an anchor on his 
left arm. His drawings mix aspects of self-portraiture, such as the tattoos that 
were indeed real, with touches of humorous autofiction.

Around this time, Westermann married his second wife, Penny Parker, a 
dancer he met while touring his circus act in China. They lived together briefly in 
Chicago and had a son, but they soon separated and war once again took possession 
of his early adulthood. In 1951, Westermann decided to re-enlist in the Marine 
Corps. The male discourse of duty, social codes of military comradeship, and the 
idea of life as a shared responsibility may have been some of the reasons that led 
him to continue to be a chess piece in the country’s bellicose dynamic. He enlisted 
as a private and returned with the rank of sergeant after serving a year in Korea.

Through his letters and drawings, Westermann also turned himself into a 
character with multiple personalities. Portraying himself as a symbolic caricature 
helped him move toward an imaginary space and distanced him from feelings 
of guilt about the way he had handled his family life, his powerlessness, and his 
vulnerability. In a 1945 letter to his sister Martha Renner, the young soldier drew 
himself crossing the Arizona desert on his way back home. In the drawing, he 
wears a marine uniform complete with cap and insignia, and on his face a cigarette 
dangles between his smiling lips. His headlong pace is indicated by motion lines 
and the rounded dust cloud that rises in his wake. Westermann used arrows and 
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text to describe the sensations that surround him. The sun is intense, and he drew 
its face looking down at him with an evil expression. Some words and an arrow 
pointing at the sun emphasize the idea of unbearable heat: “WOW IT’S TOO 
HOT.” Westermann portrayed himself as Horace eagerly marching home. He is not 
Cliff, he is Horace, claiming his first name as a sign of his survival. This longed-for 
return takes him on a journey through a desert of cacti, animal bones, serpents, 
and lurking black vultures. It is as if coming home required him to travel on foot 
through the wildest and most desolate parts of the United States. This unsettling 
backdrop, which also brings to mind the panoramic vistas in the Krazy Kat comic 
strips set in the Arizona desert, was revived by Westermann many years later in his 
series of eighteen lithographs See America First (pp. 136–139).

The rich iconography of Westermann’s imagination, conveyed through his 
letter-drawings, prints, and illustrations, could be said to reflect the gestural nature 
of the underground autobiographical adult comics that flourished in America in 
the 1960s. Westermann drew himself parodying the vulnerability of his time. In 
a 1959 letter addressed to the art dealer Allan Frumkin, he portrayed himself as 
a masked Justice League superhero perched on top of a skyscraper, along with 
Mickey Mouse, also in a superhero costume, and Dick Tracy, the charismatic 
comic strip detective created by Chester Gould in 1931. The skyscraper setting is a 
tribute to sculpture, reinforced by the words written on the lower left corner: “the 
sculpture stands.”

In the eyes of the public, Westermann was a sculptor, but he conceived and 
narrated himself through drawing. Throughout his life he drew himself in different 
scenes from possible cartoons, as a sinewy gymnast/acrobat who progressively 
became the human fly, a besotted superhero without a mask, and a masked 
“Champion of Justice.” But he was also a dandy with an elegant moustache who 
smoked Mexican Te-Amo cigars, and a forest ranger who fed raccoons.

Two years earlier, in June 1957, Westermann had met Joanna Bell, a young 
artist new to Chicago who had studied painting at Yale University School of Fine 
Arts. Joanna remembers being deeply impressed by the work of Westermann, 
who was already represented by the art dealer Allan Frumkin, and describes 
him as a polite and discreet person. His habit of attending parties immaculately 
dressed in a blue jacket, white shirt, and black tie reinforced the idea of a 
mysterious, inscrutable character. As their relationship developed over the winter 
of 1957–58, Joanna came to know a more open, private version of Westermann. 
She discovered the direct, funny man, full of life, talkative and provocative, 
who is so clearly reflected in words and drawings in his correspondence.

In February 1959, after his first solo show for the Allan Frumkin Gallery in 
Chicago, Joanna and Cliff traveled to the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico. They were 
married on their return to Chicago in late March. Life in the Windy City was not easy 
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for the newlyweds: they were short of money when there was a fire in their building. 
Joanna’s parents helped them out by giving them a place to stay, aware of their 
artistic aspirations and the economic hardship that accompanies the creative spirit, 
and from October 1961 to June 1964 the couple lived with them in Connecticut. 
Among other works, during this time Westermann produced the series of black-and-
white linocuts, which he had begun in 1962, entitled Disasters in the Sky, featuring 
buildings. Each scene is a disturbing exercise of intuition about destruction.

The fragility of the modern cities portrayed by Westermann is full of 
a deep despair where art takes note of our civilization’s end. There are also 
lithographs in which the cityscape has a futuristic, dystopian touch. The science 
fiction aesthetic became part of the landscape of nightmares falling from the sky 
in the form of sinister bats, airplanes, and rockets. But Westermann’s obsessive 
imagination would not settle for a single narrative. His life was formulated in 
the drawings and stories in his letters, linocuts, and prints. At the same time, his 
artistic expression was honed in his sculptures, the ultimate symbolic material of 
his conceptual ref lection, which in turn conveyed his existential angst. But this 
feedback loop started with the intuitive gestures of his drawings. His linocuts 
dating from late 1964, for example, were a highly personal Christmas card 
portraying the crossroads of his life and his obsessions. They feature a railroad 
crossing sign as the central element in a scene full of drama: a train approaches 
at full speed from the left, and there is a crashed car with victims on the roadside. 
The tail of the “y” in the word “Merry” is transformed into a tiny kamikaze plane. 
Everything has meaning in the scenes drawn by Westermann.

In mid-1964, Joanna and Cliff decided to go on a long journey, crossing the 
country in a 1949 Chevrolet pickup that Westermann had restored and adapted 
so that they could sleep inside. He placed a small bat figure made of steel on the 
hood and named the truck the “Batmobile.” In a humorous and vividly illustrated 
letter to his sister Martha and his brother-in-law Mike dated July 25, 1964, 
Westermann described the start of their adventure and the process of converting 
the Chevrolet. The drawing shows Joanna and Cliff inside the vehicle hurtling 
down Route 7 and accidently knocking over a greenish-skinned pedestrian from 
the state of Mississippi. On the road, a surprised rattlesnake scuttles out of 
their path. Cliff and Joanna’s “Batmobile” was not as sophisticated as the real 
Batmobile created for Batman by Bill Finger and Bob Kane, but it allowed them 
to spend three months driving through back roads and camping in the fields and 
forests they found along the way.

They ended their journey in San Francisco, almost broke once again, living 
in a small apartment near Chinatown. Westermann had mixed feelings about 
the city, complaining that it was full of “insurance companies and alcoholics.” 
As Joanna writes in her biographical notes, San Francisco was the city with 
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the highest suicide rate, and her husband became obsessed with news stories 
about people jumping off the most iconic bridges. It was in San Francisco that 
Westermann, as a sculptor, felt that he was finally able to create the image of 
the “death ship”: the wood took on a sober, forceful shape, stripped of details 
he considered superf luous, such as masts and other elements that did appear in 
his obsessive drawings. The essence of his naval distress, of his memories of war 
in the Pacific, were distilled in the sculptures of phantom ships. In some cases, 
silhouettes of sharks decorate the boxes that hold the delicate wooden sculptures 
of the ships.

In fall 1968, Westermann was invited to create a series of prints at the Tamarind 
Lithography Studio in Los Angeles. In the project See America First, he illus-
trated his symbolic map of America, a country that he now knew well. Moreover, 
he had already constructed his own sequential narrative of it in the form of letters. 
The America of these lithographs is disturbingly lonesome, and Westermann fills 
it with many of the graphic constructions from his correspondence. The first, ex-
planatory page is a frontispiece that provides interesting keys. It states the year 
and the place, the number of lithographs in the series, and the type of paper they 
are printed on. It also lists the names of the nine young printers who helped him 
in the studio. The dedication ends with a humorous warming to readers to make 
sure their hands are clean and to remember that paper is fragile, followed by the 
trademark anchor that usually accompanied his signature. The text is vividly il-
lustrated and establishes the symbolic start of the possible narrative arrangement 
of the series. In the upper part of the page, a moon with Westermann’s face gazes 
down serenely. The eyebrow and the little moustache are recognizable as a cari-
catured self-portrait. At the bottom of the page, a skull with a rattlesnake passing 
through the empty eye sockets closes the text. This introduction leads to litho-
graph number 1, in which a skull surrounded by tornadoes and lighting bolts 
gazes at a fire. Each lithograph functions as a scene from a comic strip showing 
Westermann’s illustrated cosmovision of America. A succession of landscapes 
and characters appear in a setting featuring uppercase letters in the patriotic 
colors of red, white, and blue as a key element of the scene. Westermann presents 
large cities of lonely skyscrapers populated with stick figures. Battleships emerge 
from a terrifying sea ready to devour everything. But the American landscape is 
also portrayed as the naked body of a woman. Westermann’s multifaceted vision 
gives rise to an accumulation of scenes full of the essence of the personal draw-
ings that run through his private correspondence.

Lithograph number 11 echoes the explicit style of underground comics of 
the 1960s: it shows a man wearing a jacket and bowtie, naked from the waist 
down, having sexual intercourse with a naked woman. They stare at each other 
with skull-like faces and entwine their tongues as they embrace. The hollow 
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skulls that so often appear scattered throughout the landscapes in his drawings 
now merge in a disturbing kiss full of motion lines that emphasize the sensuality 
and movement of the scene.

In lithograph number 13, we see a sophisticated Joanna along with Westermann 
himself portrayed as an elegant gentleman. The couple walk past each other, facing 
opposite ways, ignoring each other. Each one has a comic strip speech bubble with 
vertical lines instead of words, representing silence. In lithograph 14, the face of a 
Native American forms a desert landscape. The scenes in Westermann’s lithographs 
are as varied as the drawings in his letters. The suite ends with lithograph number 
17, in which a sunrise fills the page. Silhouetted against it, Westermann, dressed 
as a cowboy, makes a gun shape with his fingers and shoots at the sun, probably 
inspired by the cowboys who appeared in wide shots in Westerns, or who since the 
mid-1950s featured in Marlboro cigarette ads.

In the late 1960s, Cliff Westermann and his wife Joanna Beall decided to settle 
permanently in Connecticut, on the land that Joanna had inherited from her parents 
in the woodlands around Brookfield Center. With this decision, they embarked on 
a fascinating stage in which they were immersed in nature. They cleared some 
land among the trees and started to build a log cabin that would become Joanna’s 
studio. This cabin, carefully built by hand over the years, took Westermann back 
to his origins as a meticulous carpenter, and embodied the humanized essence of 
his sculptures. To create a home, restore part of the existing house, and build a 
studio with his hands, was a vital, sculptural gesture. Westermann celebrated this 
new rural stage in some of his letters, sometimes with a nod to fairy tales, given 
that the cabins with their chimneys brought to mind Little Red Riding Hood’s 
grandmother’s house. With this project, Westermann became the forest ranger who 
fed raccoons, and drew funny scenes in which he and Joanna celebrate their love, 
holding hands, surrounded by forests and idyllic houses with red chimneys.

The iconography of popular culture was intrinsic to Westermann’s work, and 
it inspired characters that he used as a mask to tell his own story. His letter-drawings 
and prints are like the long storyboard for a comic that remains a work-in-progress. 
In the 1970s, Westermann refined his obsessive, self-referential drawings. In 1971, 
he designed the lithograph Human Cannonball, based on the subversive circus act 
in which audiences thrill to see a person shot out of a cannon. But Westermann’s 
human cannonball is on his own, flying through a futurist backdrop of cities with 
vertiginous bridges. It is the same desperate loneliness that engulfs the human fly 
as he scales a skyscraper beneath unsettling, catastrophic storms.

The emblematic lithograph Popeye and Pinocchio (p. 173), from the 1975–76 
series The Connecticut Ballroom (pp. 170–173), features the cartoon character Popeye 
as Westermann’s alter ego, punching one of the giant cacti of the ever-present 
existential desert where dangers lurk, in this case in the form of a rattlesnake. A 
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three-masted ship in the distance appears to be sailing calmly, while a melancholy, 
motionless Pinocchio contemplates the scene from the rocks. Popeye was not a 
gratuitous choice: the charismatic sailor created by E. C. Segar in 1929 defined 
a masculine way of being in the world through humor. On the other hand, the 
character of Pinocchio represents Westermann as a carpenter and artist who adds 
another dimension to objects and endows forms with a second life.

Westermann redefined his masculinity and molded it into a drawn self, which 
he then adapted to his various life stories, from everyday adventures to traumatic 
events. His alter ego traveled the roads in his “Batmobile”; he drew himself in love 
with Joanna, celebrating Saint Valentine’s Day, or living happily in a forest and 
laughing at his own attempts to protect his territory. But the tension that was always 
there took him from appropriating Popeye, Pinocchio, Mickey Mouse, and Santa 
Claus to plunging into the visionary horror of catastrophes in the form of sinking 
ships and planes crashing into skyscrapers. His hell haunted him everywhere, with 
daggers in ports, with sharks dismembering bodies, all his enthusiasm evaporating to 
conjure up the worst forebodings.

Westermann knew himself to be ephemeral on paper, but in the tenacious 
exercise of his letter-drawings, of his illustrations and prints, there dwells the most 
human voice of this artist who did not settle for being a sculptor, and sought to 
connect the essence of the whole in each of his works. He needed to constantly 
write and draw himself. His life story is a comic that he never finished.
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Disasters in the Sky #2 (Air Disasters in the Sky), 1962
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Disasters in the Sky #3, 1962 or 1963
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Hilton / Killer Smog (letter to Dennis Adrian), April 30, 1964
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Title/Colophon page of the series The Connecticut Ballroom, 1976
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“Elephant’s Graveyard,” from the series The Connecticut Ballroom, 1975
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“Deserted Airport N. M.,” from the series The Connecticut Ballroom, 1975
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“Popeye and Pinocchio,” from the series The Connecticut Ballroom, 1976
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U.S.S. Franklin Arising from an Oil Slick Sea, 1976
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Female Figure, 1977
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The Man from the Torrid Zone, 1980
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Jack of Diamonds, 1981
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Collection of Karin Tappendorf
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zebrawood, cast-metal toy, 
hand-tinted postcards, pine, 
brass chain, and brass plate,
30 × 77 × 21 cm. The Henry 
and Gilda Buchbinder Family 
Collection, Chicago

Death Ship of No Port 
with a List, 1969. Redwood, 
pine, Douglas fir, walnut, 
ebony, leather, brass, rope, and 
brass plate, 30 × 99 × 30 cm 
Collection of Adam Lindemann

The Deerslayer, 1969
Galvanized iron pipe and 
fittings, metal, wood, and deer 
antler, 210 × 71 × 120 cm
Collection Wanda Hansen  
& Matthew Ashe

Cliff, 1970. Glass, wood, 
chrome, paint, putty, oil,  
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95 × 42 × 42 cm. Eskenazi 
Museum of Art, Indiana 
University, EMA70.79

Preparation drawing for 
Human Cannonball, ca. 1971 
Pen and ink on wove paper, 
sheet: 49 × 62 cm; image: 41 × 
51 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 
2002.170

“Death Ship in Port,” from the 
series Six Lithographs, 1972 
Six-color lithograph, 63 × 83 cm
The David and Alfred Smart 
Museum of Art, The University 
of Chicago; Gift of the Joel 
and Carole Bernstein Family, 
2001.15

Yellow House & Death Ship, 
1972. Pine, difu wood, walnut, 
vermillion, brass chain, cotton 
rope, and ink, 41 × 43 × 22 cm; 
crate: 51 × 62 × 37 cm. Private 
collection, United States 

Baja (for Joanna), 1973. Ink and 
watercolor on wove paper, 28 × 
38 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 2002.172

Drawing of Man Underwater,
1973. Ink and watercolor on 
paper, 28 × 38 cm. James 
Corcoran Gallery, Los Angeles

Untitled (“Sardine Box”),
1973. Pine, tin sardine cans, 
amaranth, Douglas fir, and brass 
chain, 33 × 57 × 31 cm. The 
Henry and Gilda Buchbinder 
Family Collection, Chicago

Im Goin’ Home on the Midnight 
Train, 1974. Amaranth, hickory, 
zebrawood, ebony, brass, steel, 
pine, and ink, 14 × 58 × 20 cm; 
crate: 33 × 66 × 33 cm. William 
N. Copley Estate, New York 

Untitled (“Walnut Death Ship 
in a Chestnut Box”), 1974 
Chestnut, walnut, zebrawood, 
galvanized sheet metal, copper, 
and ebony, 45 × 63 × 22 cm 
Collection of KAWS

Untitled (“The Plane Truth”),
1975. Pine, vermillion, hand 
plane, and brass chain, 13 ×  
27 × 14 cm. Collection of Claire 
Copley and Alan Eisenberg

Billy Penn, 1976. Galvanized 
sheet metal, steel, pine, bronze, 
and aluminum alkyd enamel,
201 × 108 × 75 cm. Collection 
Museum of Contemporary 
Art Chicago, Gift of Alan and 
Dorothy Press, 1979.1

Siberia, 1976. Ink and watercolor 
on paper, 22 × 30 cm. James 
Corcoran Gallery, Los Angeles

Title/Colophon page of the 
series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1976. One-color 
woodblock (black) on Natsume 
#4007 wove paper, sheet: 61 × 
76 cm; block: 46 × 61 cm
The David and Alfred Smart 
Museum of Art, The University 
of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 2002.235

“The Green Hell,” from the 
series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1975. Four-color 
woodcut (red, green, yellow, 
black) on Natsume #4007 
wove paper, sheet: 61 × 76 cm; 
block: 45 × 61 cm. The David 

and Alfred Smart Museum of 
Art, The University of Chicago; 
The H. C. Westermann Study 
Collection, Gift of the Estate 
of Joanna Beall Westermann, 
2002.236

“Arctic Death Ship,” from 
the series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1975. Three-color 
woodblock (orange, green, 
black) on Natsume #4007 
wove paper, sheet: 61 × 76 cm; 
block: 45 × 61 cm. The David 
and Alfred Smart Museum of 
Art, The University of Chicago; 
The H. C. Westermann Study 
Collection, Gift of the 
Estate of Joanna Beall 
Westermann, 2002.238

“Dance of Death (San 
Pedro),” from the series The 
Connecticut Ballroom, 1975 
Four-color woodcut (gray, red, 
yellow, black) on Natsume 
#4007 wove paper, sheet: 61 × 
76 cm; block: 45 × 61 cm
The David and Alfred Smart 
Museum of Art, The University 
of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 2002.239

“Deserted Airport N.M.,” from 
the series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1975. Four-color 
woodcut (red, blue, yellow, 
black) on Natsume #4007 wove 
paper, sheet: 61 × 76 cm; block: 
45 × 61 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna Beall 
Westermann, 2002.241

“Popeye and Pinocchio,” from 
the series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1975. Four-color 
woodcut (red, blue, yellow, 
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black) on Natsume #4007 wove 
paper, sheet: 61 × 76 cm; block: 
45 × 61 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 2002.243

“Elephant’s Graveyard,” from 
the series The Connecticut 
Ballroom, 1975. One-color 
woodblock (black) on 
Natsume #4007 wove paper, 
sheet: 61 × 76 cm; block: 45 × 
61 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann, 2002.244

Machine Dedicated to Spike 
Jones, 1976. Pine, oak, birch, 
leather, vermillion, cocobolo, 
amaranth, brass, and ink,  
96 × 73 × 52 cm. Jean W. Bush

Untitled (dust pan and  
shotgun), 1976. Pine, granadillo 
(cocobolo), galvanized sheet 
metal, Macassar ebony, and 
brass, 52 × 102 × 48 cm. The 
Henry and Gilda Buchbinder 
Family Collection, Chicago

U.S.S. Franklin Arising from 
an Oil Slick Sea, 1976. Pine, 
enamel, ebony, cocobolo, 
and brass, 27 × 84 × 18 cm 
Collection of KAWS

Female Figure, 1977. Southern 
pine, aspen, hemlock, Douglas 
fir, beech saplings, oak, plate 
glass, watercolor on paper, and 
photograph, 203 × 61 × 79 cm
Collection of KAWS

Machine, 1977. Aluminum 
painted pine, copper, oak, black 
paint, brass round-head screws 

60 × 92 × 61 cm. Dumbarton 
Arts LLC, Courtesy of Lennon, 
Weinberg, New York

The Bronze Man, 1977. Blistered 
mahogany, amaranth maple, 
bronze, brass chain, and leather 
bumpers, 54 × 62 × 31 cm 
(open). The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of Dennis Adrian in 
memory of the artist, 
2017.75.1

Untitled (stick figure), 1979 
Pine and saplings, 60 × 33 × 
11 cm. The David and Alfred 
Smart Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The H. C. 
Westermann Study Collection, 
Gift of the Estate of Joanna 
Beall Westermann

Texas Cactus, 1979–80
Douglas-fir plywood, sugar 
pine, enamel, and masonite,
144 × 52 × 60 cm. James 
Corcoran Gallery, Los Angeles

The Man from the Torrid Zone, 
1980. Sheet copper, Douglas 
fir, aspen, teak, Connecticut 
fieldstone, oak, beech, and 
brass plate, 163 × 47 × 65 cm
Private collection, Courtesy of 
James Corcoran Gallery

Jack of Diamonds, 1981 
Galvanized wire lath, galvanized 
sheet metal, galvanized corner 
beading, oak, pine, vermillion, 
and brass, 203 × 93 × 60 cm
Private collection, Courtesy  
of James Corcoran Gallery

Correspondence

Twenty letters from H. C. 
Westermann addressed to 

Dennis Adrian, dated 1959 to 
1976. Ink and watercolor on 
paper, various sizes
The David and Alfred Smart 
Museum of Art, The 
University of Chicago; The 
H. C. Westermann Study 
Collection, Gift of Dennis 
Adrian in honor a Martha 
Renner: 2015.124d; 2015.125a; 
2015.127b; 2015.131a, b, c; 
2015.132a; 2015.135a, b, 
c; 2015.136a; 2015.150b; 
2015.152d; 2015.159b, d. Gift 
of Dennis Adrian in memory 
of the artist: 2017.80; 2017.81; 
2017.83a, b, c, d, e; 2017.85; 
2017.90; 2017.91a; 2017.92; 
2017.93; 2017.95; 
2017.97

Eleven letters from H. C. 
Westermann addressed to 
Martha Westermann Renner 
and Michael Renner, dated 1962 
to 1973. Ink on paper and mixed 
paper, various sizes The David 
and Alfred Smart Museum of 
Art, The University of Chicago; 
The H. C. Westermann Study 
Collection, Gift of Martha 
Westermann Renner 2004.224a, 
b; 2004.226a, c, e; 2004.229a, 
b, c; 2004.231b, c, d; 2004.239a, 
b; 2004.252; 2004.254a; 
2004.275a, b, c; 2004.284a, b, 
c; 2004.297a; 2004.322b

Two letters from H. C. 
Westermann addressed to 
Allan Frumkin, dated 1963–64 
and 1965. Ink and watercolor on 
paper, 30 × 22 cm and 36 × 42 cm 
Private collection, New York 

Dearest Sweety, letter from 
H. C. Westermann addressed 
to Joanna Beall Westermann, 
1971. Ink on paper, 25 × 20 cm
Dumbarton Arts LLC, Courtesy 
of Lennon, Weinberg, 
New York
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Letter to Martha W. and Mike Renner, August 30, 1963
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